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THIS report on FC'REST LABOUR IN MADHYA PRADESH ha 3 

been prepared at the instance of the National 

Commission on Labour. The work was entrusted to us 

through the Labour Department of the Government 

Madhya Pradesh.

The views expressed in this report are based on the 

material we have been able to collect in the gb<- + 

period available to us. We have endeavoured to • 

briefly, as many aspects of the problem as ^oss4Vie, 

We feel that this problem has a vital bearing ??■ f'ne 

Indian economy and anv further study of the sub ct 

would be very helpful .

The views expressed in this renort are personal a 4 

not these of the Government of Madhya Pradesh.

We wish to thank the Departments of Forest - Lavou" 

and Tribal Welfare for their cooperation.

F-HCPAL
November 91, 1969
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A REPORT OH FOREST DABaiR 
in

MADHYA-PRADESH.

1W THE STATE.

Madhya Pradesh, as its name signifies,,, io a 
State located almost in the centre of the Country. 
Surrounded by the States of Rajasthan, Uttar-Pradesh, 
.Qujrat, Maharashtra, Orissa, Bihar and Andhra Pradesh, 
it occupies an area of 1.71 lakh square miles or

o f.
44,346,000 hectares between 17«48’N and 26. ,52’N and 
74°.2’E and 84^.24fE with an estimated (1965) 
population of 3.60 Crores. It has an undulating 
typography characterized by low hills (Yindhyas, 
Satpuras and the Central hilly tract), narrow valleye 
(of Narmada and the Con), well defined plateaux (of 
Malwa, Mainpat, Chhota Nagpur and Bastar) and plains 
(northern plains and plains of Chhatisgarh). The whole

the State is practically an extensive water-shed 
|f important rivers of the Oountry like the Narmada, 
Tapti, Mahanadi, Sen, Chambal, Wainganga and Mahi 
(which originate in the State) as also of the 
tributaries of Godavari. The forest area which farms 
3Sfc6 $ of the total land area of the State and 23.5 %

the total forest area of the country is thus no les 
vital t< the adjoining States from the point of view 
^f sfil conservation, soil fertility, control of 
flaods etc. than to its own economy.

1-2. Madhya Pradesh has a variety of soils.
It has calcareous soil in northern parts of Sidhi and 
Satna districts, ¥la'ck cotton soil in Malwa region, 
Chhindwara, Seoni and Mandla, mixed black, red and 
yellow soils in Bastar, South Seoni, South Sidhi, 
Chhatarpur, Tikamgarh, Eastern Shivpuri and Eastern 
Sarguja. On the slopes of Deccan trap, hills the soil 
is reddish and brown, in Narmada, Valley it is black, 
red and yellow and in the Chhatisgarh plains it 
varies from silt loam, medium clay to heavy clay 
loam.
1-3. The State has areas with extreme type of
climate as also areas of temperate, climate. The 
districts south of Ratlam, Shajapur, Vidieha,
Jabalpur, Shahdol and Surguja, fall in the tropical 
region.

—2—



A major part of the State has hot dry summer followed 
by rainy season and a oool dry winter. The plateaux 
and the hilly tracts have comparatively cool and 
temperate climate throughout the year whereas the 
northern districts of Gwalior, Bhind and Morena have 
extreme types of climate. Barts »f the districts of 
Balayhat, Raipur and Raiyarh are warn' almost 
throughout the year. Bastar, parts of Suryuja,
Jhabua*, Balayhat, Mandla are wet and humid while the 
Malwa plateaux enjoys a reputation for its cool and 
saluhrius climate. The rain-fall in the State ranyee 
from less than 60 ems. in a few areas,, south of 
Kharrone to 75 to 200 cms. as one moves from north
west to the east of the State. Certain parts of the 
State such as Baster and Suryuja receive as much as

cms. of rain-fall annually.

Lfrnd Utilisation :-

1*4| The figures of land utilization in Madhya^
Pradesh compiled fo^ the year 1966-67 by the Director 
of Land Records are yiven in Table-I below. The 
district-wise break up of the total land and forest 
area would be found in Table-II below

TABBS - I
------------------- Land Utilization in Madhya Pradesh 1966-67

hectares

1. According to village papers ....
2. Forest ............ .......... '.....
5. Not available for cultivation ...
4. Under non-ayricultur^iuses.............
5. Barren & uncultivable land............

(excluding fallow land)
6. Other uncultivated land ) 

(excluding fallow land) )

445,12,878 
147,02,560
45,10,052
20,40,986

22,69,046

60,15,111

Permanent pastures (not yraziny land) 55,85,115
Miscellaneous tree crops ............. 1,06,159

25,25,859

7.
8.
9. Culturable waste
10. Fallow lard, (total)

11, Net area sown ............ ......................
12. Area sown more than once .................
15.'Gross cropped area ................. ....
14. Area according to Surveyor General) 

of India. )

20,79,377
172,05,298
11,50,505

185,55,801

44 54 8900 3^.
(1-1-6:
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District-wise Forest Area in Madhya Pradesh (1966-6?)

S.No. District. Area according 
to village papers.

(in hectares)

Area under 
Forest.
(in hectares)

1. 2. 3* 4.

1 . Betul 1007,800 418,556
2. Chhindwara 1184,980 455,538
3. Dam oh 728,747 270,393
4. Hofshanpabad 997,7 32 363,493
5. Narsimhapur 513.323 134,529
6. Raisen 84 8,904 346,199

Sa^ar 1023,134 295,155
8. Sehore 934,255 231,041

9* Yidisha 730,221 80,333
Io* Bhin d 445,196 7,258
U* Ohhatarpur 862,533 88, 184
I2. Da t i a 203,481 21,235
b. OGna 1098,173 158,754
14 . Gwalior 521,887 111,008
15. Morena 1168,320 320,583
16. Shivpuri 1017,34 9 193,521
17. Tikam^arh 501,542 65,615
18. Dew as 721,758 225,516
19- Dhar 824,4 97 71,24 9
20. Indore 383,097 52,298
21 . Jhabua 679,281 101,790
22. Khandwa •1069,227 467,914
23. Khar^one 1341,776 4 90,34 8
24 . Mandsaur 1019,574 202,701
25. Raj^arh 612,718 14,265
26. Rati an •486,597 34,329
27. Shaj apur 617,804 1,354
28. Rjjain 607,350 4,508
29. Jabalpur 1012,432 169,573
30. Mandia 1326,079 574,512

31. Panna 703,387 243,299
32 . Rew a 628.745 66,538
33. Satna 742,432 135,575
34, Seeni 870,767 324,274
35. Shahdol 1386,006 501,356

Continued
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56. Sidhi 1059,075 558,634 •
57. Balaghat 922,292 507,062
58. Bastar 5919,865 2712,622
59. Bilaspur 2016,751 845,214
40. Du rg 1946,242 505,148
41. Rai'garh 1296,538 415,571
42. Raipur 2122,455 825,094
4 5. Su rgu j a 2198,580 1092,421

Total M.P.State = 44,512,878 14,702,560

1- 5. The figures given above give a fairly
• omprehen siv e idea of the distribution of forests in 
different districts of the State even though the 
figures compiled by the Director of Land Records, M*P, 
differ from those compiled by the Office of the 
Chief Conservator of Forests, The total area
under forests as per the records of the State’s Forest 
Department is riven in Appendix II. The variations in 
the two sets of figures are mainly explained by 
ooncepin"! differences. It would be seen that the 
districts having large concentrations of forests 
are Bastar, Surguja, Bilaspur, Raipur, Mandla, Sidhi, 
Balaghat, Burg, Shahdol, Khargone, Khandwa, Chhindwara, 
Betul and Raigarh. Incidentally, these districts 
have also a high percentage of tribal population which 
depends, to a considerable extent, for its subsistence 
on the forests. An idea of the districtwise 
population and its tribal, composition can be had 
from the Table given in Appendix III.

II. THE PROBLEM__

2- 1. In a State lBke Madhya Pradesh where one-
filth of its population depends for sustenance on 
forests spread over roughly two-fifth cf the State’s 
area, the problem of forest labour should have been 
reviewed in the proper perspective long ago. Since 
it never actually assumed the proportions of a 
’’problem” in the feudal States or in the British



India, the question of studying the conditions of 
Forest labour, with a view to regulating their 
conditions of work and wages and living etc* had 
almost been over-looked all these years and, in fact, 
no serious attempt was made to extend the coverage of 
any labour legislation to forest labour. Even the 
Royal Commission on Indian Labour (1929). which 
surveyed the of the problems of Infli&n laboui,
did not have the employment in forests within the 
purview of their enquiry. Their only observation .with 
regard to forest labour was as follows ;

” We have not sufficient knowledge to judge 
of the extent t« which it is desirable t» 
include the employees of the larger 
agricultural employers and those employed 
in reserved forests; and in any case a 
discussion of this question would tend to 
take us out-side our terms of reference; 
but the point deserves examination ”.

2^21 Even-though the question of making labour
available in the heart of forest areas for exploiting 
forest resources did receive the attention of Forest 
Policy Committeesand the administrators in the past, 
the question of regulating the wages, conditions of 
work and living etc. of the persons engaged as., 
labourers in forest operations (who were living on 
bare subsistence levels and were ruthlessly exploited 
both by the contractors and forest officials), was, 
perhaps, never taken up seriously heretofore. Labour 
legislation in the country, as also in this State, 
aimed mostly at ameliorating the 'conditions of work 
etc. of industrial labour. Forest labour was 
altogether left out of the scope of the legislation 
on labour matters. Some measure of protection was 
attempted to be provided, through the application of 
the Minimum Wages Act, to the agricultural labourers 
in the State but the idea of providing any relief 
to the forest labour in Madhya Pradesh by extending 
to them the provisions of the Minimum Wages Act rr any 
other legislation was either never conceived of or was 
dropped before any serious thought could really be 
riven to the proposal. The reasons generally adduced 
for this benevolent apathy were the lack of resources 
the difficulties in enforcing minimum wage rates in



an employment like forest works which were scattered 
over a large area, the instability of forest labour 
and the seasonal character of forest operations. It is, 
therefore, more than welcome that the; National 
Commission on Labour did consider it worth-while to 
get a study made of the existing position of Forest 
Labour in a State having the largest forest area in 
the country and also to explore the possibilities of 
recommending a few measures for the amelioration of the 
conditions of labour engaged in forest operations.

Ill, TILE MAcNITTJLE OF TEE PROBLEM

3-1, The first problem one was likely to be
^aced with while undertaking such a study was that 
of defining Forest Labour. We would, prefer to define 
Forest Labour as comprising cf all skilled and 
unskilled persons wholly or partially engaged on 
piece rate or time rate wages in works connected 
with the development, protection, management and 
exploitation of forests including collection, 
processing and transport of forest produce, 
tonstruction of forest roads and buildings etc.

3-2. The second problem, would be that of knowing
the number of such persons as were covered by the 
above definition. An idea of the number of persons 
engaged In forestry in Madhya Pradesh vis-a-vis 
other States of the Indian Union as per 1961 Census 
could be had from the table given as Appendix IV.
The ap endices V & VI give detailed break ups by 
districts and Industrial classifications. It would 
be seen that according to the Census of India 
’Major group -02' classification only 71,924 persons 
were engaged in forestry and logging In Madhya 
Pradesh. These figures as a matter o± fact,related to 
the population which had forestry for its whole
time occupation or the main source of livelihood in 
1961 and did not include persons who took to working 
as forest labourers as a diversion from agriculture 
during the slack agricultural periods and/er as 
a secondary source of their livelihood.



According to the estimates of the State’s forest 
officials, the number of persons engaged currently as 
forest labourers skilled and unskilled in major forest 
works in the State (i.e. works excluding collection 
of minor forest produce) was around two lakh fifty 
thousand, We have reasons to believe that this figure 
would be approximating to the truth. This number 
would roughly increase thirteen fold if the persons 
engaged indirectly in forest works such as collection 
• f minor forest produce etc. were also accounted, for.
As it happens, every able-bodied tribal above the age 
of 8 or years is indirectly a forest worker in a 
wider sense of the term for he is either cutting 
wood and collecting minor forest produce for his rwn 
requirements or for eking* out a meagre income from 
this secondary source (even-though his primary interest 
was agriculture) and the tribal population was 
approximately 66.78 lakhs or 20.63 $ of the State’s 
population according- to 1961 Census. The estimated male 
participation rate was 61.2 $ and female participation 
rate was 38.8 $ .

3- 3« 9^ While it would be difficult to ensure
better conditions of work and living- for such a big- 
number by regulation, efforts ought, however, to be 
made to ameliorate the conditions of work and living 
of those workers whose direct earnings from forest 
works were substantial. As far as the indirect forest 
workers were concerned, it would perhaps suffice to
see that they got a fair price for the produce collected 
by them and no direct or indirect attempts were made 
by their employers to deprive them of even a fraction 
of their meagre earnings through undesirable means.

IV. SEASONAL CHARACTER OF F0RE8T OPERATIONS.

4- 1* As already stated in paragraph 3-1 above,
forest operations implied exploitation of major forest 

produce, protection and conservancy works, marking, 
demarcation, thinning, cutting back and other cultural 
Operations, plantation and felling of trees, collection 
of forest produce, construction of forest roads and 
buildings or other works in forests.



All these operations cannot always assure full 
time employment to the forest workers throughout 
the year for a variety of reasons specially because 
there was a certain element of seasonableness in 
forest operations e.r. plantation operations were 
carried out during the rainyseason whereas felling 
of trees, charcoal burning etc. were done during 
the dry season on account of the difficulties of 
operation and transportation. The problem of the 
availability of labour for forest works was 
accentuated during agricultural season because of 
the dependence on labour essentially drawn from the 
ranks of small cultivating land-holders ^r landless 
agricultural workers who were generally available 
only in off-agricultural seasons. Forest operations, 
ao ef tp-day, do not offer opportunities for gainful 
empXcywent in forest areas throughout the year.
Thio creates serious difficulty in having a 
specialised and a stabilized labour force for 
forest operations'. A person would perhaps seek 
•peoislisation in a particular occupation only if 
he waf assured of continuous employment throughout 
the year which, as it happens, is at present not 
possible in the case of forest works.

V* AVAILABILITY, AML RFCRUITUEUT, OF FOREST LABOUR,

5.1 Forest Labour is normally employed by
the following agencies

(i) The State Government’s Forest Department 
for departmental works including 
plantations, protection of forests, 
working of’coupes, collection of forest 
produce, construction and maintenance of 
“forest roads and buildings etc. Only 
-a small staff is on permanent footing 
-and a majority of workers are employed

on casual basis largely from the Forest 
V ill ap-es.

(ii) Contractors who take f©rests ©n lease
with a view to exploiting its resources 
on the conditions prescribed by the 
State Government and on payment of the 
stipulated royalty.



Su«*h contractors in Madhya Pradesh are 
not necessarily individuals or firms. They 
can as a matter of fact be classified as 
follews
(i) Individuals, partnership firms 

or Corporate bodies.
(ii) Purest labour Cooperative Societies.
(iii) Quasi-Government Organisations 

such as the Madhya Pradesh Tribal 
Cooperative Development Corporation.

and(iv) Others*

5.2 The contractors require different types
of labourer* viz; skilled workers for specialised 
jabs such as eharcoal burning, catechu-making,
•awing et|,, semi-skilled workers such as loggers, 
fellers and unskilled workers like those engaged 
f«r. •talking, loading, unloading and transporting 
fgreet prejuce. They are free to engage any labour 
of their ghjiice and there are no restrictions of 
the type that they would only engage persons living 
in Purest Villages or in the villages in or around the 
toupes being worked by them. They have, however, to 
give fiPft preference to Porest Villagers where-ever 
availal|le. Consequently the established contractors 
emplcy some of the- skilled workers w'ho are always 
moving with them from ene coupe to another, utilise 
the services of labour from Rajasthan, Maharashtra 
and Orissa which migrates into Madhya Pradesh during 
off-agriculture months for charcoal burning etc. 
and recruit local labour «n casual basis from the 
areas where the coupes are located. The obvious 
advantages in recruiting local labour are that it 
obviates the difficulties in carrying people to 
distances away from and to their homes for which 
higher wage rates have tc be paid besides incurring 
expenses on their transportation.

5.3 Local labour is normally engaged through
the village head-man, Mukaddam, Patel or heads of 
labour gangs etc. Pemale and child-labour is also 
employed for doing light jobs and at places not 
far away from their homes. The employment of child- 
labour is not very common and wherever such labour 
is employed, the workers are generally not below 
twelve years of age. It should, however, not be 
considered anything unusual if children b»iaw the

r
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5*4 There are numerous difficulties in obtaining
regularly the requisite type of labour from the 
point of view of the employer. The forest Department 
facesthe shortage of labour mainlv for nursury 
plantations during the sowing seasons whereas the 
contractors face the shortages of labour generally 
during the harvesting seasons. Where the forest - 
Department also engages in exploitation of forests 
departmentall.y, it faces shortage of labour during 
harvesting seasons also. This difficulty of 
non-availability of labour increases manifold in 
certain areas during the agricultural seasons 
(specially during the sowing and harvesting seasons) 
when there is very little local labour available for 
forest works. Even on payment of higher wages and 
handsome advances there is considerable absenteeism. 
Out-side labour is also not generally available for 
some skilled jobs because it too returns to its 
native villages for agricultural operations. Lack 
of a decasualised labour force and want of work 
uniformly throughout the year for skilled and 
semi-skilled categories of workers' pose serious 
probl ems.

5.5 As already pointed out earlier, another 
characteristic of forest operations is that in such 
operation^/nave very often to work deep into the 
interior of forest areas, quite far away from, their 
normal places of re si dencejr’T.+ naturally affects 
the regular availability Df. "Labour especially 
skilled labour for work in/interior. Shifting of 
works from one area to another also oreate 
practical difficulties in getting the required 
quantum of labour.

5.6 In short, forest operations require a 
vide variety of skills on various occasions and 
in different areas. This has naturally prevented 
the emergence of any committed labour force as is 
commonly found in industrial occupations. In view 
of this difficulty of ensuring a guaranteed supply 
of labour, various systems have developed over a 
number of years. A reference has already been made 
to the attempts made by forest $ontracLors to 
attract and retain a z labour force by giving —

-11-
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handsome advances of money to the villagers in the 
neighbourhood of forest areas as also to the 
employment of labour from the neighbouring States, 
like Rajasthan and Orissa through some intermediaries 
or gang-men. The evils then noted by the Royal 
Commission on labour in the recruitment of labour for 
tea and coffee plantations through intermediaries 
are also common-place in this system.

5.7 The Question of ensuring a regular supply of
labour for forest works was sought to be solved in 
the erstwhile Madhya Pradesh by the establishment of 
forest Villages quite deep in the Reserved forests*

VI. FOREST VILLAGES

6.1 f brief history of the system of the 
forest villages as reported by the forest Policy 
Committee, Madhya Pradesh (1951) would not be out
of place here. Towards the close of the 19th century 
(1878 or so) the important tree clad areas of the 
State which we(re not burdened with many prescriptive 
rights were declared ’reserved forests’ and placed 
in charge of the forest Department for being managed 
with a view to making them "more productive and 
increasingly useful to the people". The first concern 
of that Department was to put a stop to reckless 
and ruthless exploitation of forests for shifting 
cultivation being done by the aboriginal tribes in 
these forests.

" This shifting agriculture variously referred to 
as Dahya, Beora, or Bewar consisted of clear felling 
the forests, burning the slash and sowing field crops 
for so long as the unmanured soil could give a 
reasonable yield and then shifting to new areas of 
forest. This practice was leading to a progressive 
extermination of valuable tree growth as the 
abandoned land did not get satisfactorily forested "♦

6.2 Small patches of reserved forests
containing good culturable soil were, therefore , 
chosen by the forest officials for the establishment 
of forest villages with a view to settling such 
nomadic tribes therein the ultimate objectives being 
the ready availability of labour for forest works 
from these villages and also to prevent the tribals —
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from indulging in such destruction. An important 
condition on which these nomads were given land for 
cultivation and a few other facilities in these Forest 
Villages was that they would be available for forest 
work whenever required on payment of reasonable rates 
of wages fixed by the Forest Department. Since 
tribals were found to be better forest workers 
preference was given to tribals which establishing 
forest villares. These villages were in a way, labour 
colonies ’’composed of settlers, able and willing to 
work in the forests". In the initial stares a large 
number of forest villages were deserted if the 
villagers were not satisfied with the conditions 
of settlement or found it difficult to adjust to 
the new ways of living and taxing discipline 
imposed by forest officals or if they found the 
laft$ll£ss fertilei Some nomadic tribes also settled 
fey themselves in villages in or around the forests 
and became regular cultivators. In the off season 
of agriculture such people also became available for 
forest operations. It helped them in supplementing 
their earnings. The Forest Villagers could, however, 
not refuse to be employed by the contractors if other 
conditions were fulfilled.

6»3 . With the increasing exploitation of
forests by the Forest Department or by the contractors 
need for a larger labour force was felt. Labour 
was required for such works as road—making,
plantation, cultural operations, etc., in forests 
areas often remote from civilization. It 
necessitated establishment of many more forest 
villages. The basic objective of establishing, 
forest villages solely for an assured supply of 
suitable local labour thus remained unchanged.

6.4 The conditions on which people are
allowed to settle in forest villages are
basically three ;

” (i) the Forest Department and its contractors
have the first claim to the labour of forest 
villagers on payment of the market rate ;

(ii) the villagers may not accept other
employment without the sanction of the 
Forest Department and are expected to 
obey the orders of the Divisional Forest 
Off icers".



(iii) they can be summarily evicted for 
disobedience of orders.

The Madhya Pradesh forest Manual provides for the 
following privileges and'concessions being given 
tc the settlers in forest Villages :

(i) enough culturable land to support 
the settler and his family. It

• varies from place to place but is
around 10 acres per head of the 
household. A very nominal token 
annual rent of 25 to 50 Paise per 
acre is charged for the land. The 
villagers do not have any tenancy 
or other legal rights over the laM*

(ii) free grazing for eight bulls, 
bullocks or cows per holding to 
cultivators and four such animals*' to 
each landless labourer ;

(iii) free removal of thorns and wood ; 
needed for bonafide agricultural : 
purposes, a reasonable quantity 
wood and grass for house building 
and repairs and all the requirements 
of dead wood for fuel, and bamboos, 
leaves, edible fruits, flowers and 
roots for domestic purposes ; and

(iv) taccavi advances on easy terms either 
in cash or as seed and for purchase of 
bullocks or carts upto Rs.500/~ per 
individual on payment of a nominal 
rate of interest.

6.5 Persons habituated to extraction and 
handling of forest produce (such as persons belonging 
to Karku, Pond, Baiga, Maria, Khumar and Banjara 
races) were given preference wherever a new village 
was established and attempts were made to provide 
sufficient work throughout the year. A few amenities 
such as, a tank or well, free medicines for
protection against malaria or epidemics etc. are 
often provided by the Forest Department. In some
of the bigger villages, schools and hospitals have 
also been provided, and the villagers are encouraged--' 
to start h-B- shops, dairies; cooperatives etc. The 
Divisional Forest Officers have a nominal annual 
grant for the provision of amenities in Forest 
Villages. While some sympathetic officers try to 
utilize the grant, a few often overlook the need 
for providing such amenities.

6.6 The Forest Tillages. are generally sought 
to be managed through the agencies of village 
kotwars and mukaddam or p atel.

— 14 —



The Patel collects rent, enforces sanitation and 
keeps a record in the village hook of the land 
allotments, dues recoverable, works on which 
villagers are employed and wages etc* paid to than 
all in return of a commission of 25 $ of the rent 
collected. The duties of the Kotwar are of the nature 
of a policeman for the performance of which he is 
allowed to cultivate two ploughs of land and collect 
some custom from the village. Experience has shown 
that this system of- establishing Forest Villages is 
perhaps the best solution, to the problem of 
non-availability of forest labour. The success or 
ctherwise of this institution has always depended upwn 
the scrupulosity of the forest officials. Where full 
wares were paid and adequate facilities for looking 
after the crops allowed, the objective of establishing 
such villages has been achieved to a considerable 
extent.

6.-7 . According to the latest data available
with the Chief Conservator of Forests for the year 
(1966-67) there are at present, 2059 Forest Villages 
in Madhya Pradesh with a total population of about 
1«75 lakhs. The number of non-agriculturist labourers 
was estimated at 17,000.

The distribution of Forest villages in some 
of the Forest Divisions is as follows

S.No. •.Name of Division. Number of 
forcst 
villages.

Estimated 
population.

1. 2. 3. 4.

1. North Bastar 17 2,077
2. West Bastar 8 1,242
3. South Bastar 42 4,387
4. East Bastar 44 7,717
5. Kanker 13 2,141
6 • North Raipur 71 N r-A »
7. South Raipur 94 13,529
8. Fast Raipur 17 n~a.
9. North Dure 10 471
10* South Burg 24 847
11* Bilaspur 44 4,269
12. Raigarb 10 1,007
13. 1 ashpur 11 1,091 •

contd•
~15~~
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S.No. Name Division. Number of
forest
villages.

Estimated 
population.

1 . 2. 5. 4.

U . Korga 9 635
15. Su rpu j a 1 87

16. East Sidhi 11 617

17. ncst’.'idv’y 2 295

18. North Bala^hat 58 7,575

19. South Bala^hat 28 N.A.

20. South Seoni 18 1,595

21 . North Seoni 11 904

22. East Chhindwara 12 1,581

25. West Chhindwara 15 N.A.

24. South Chhindwara 24 5,510

25. Indore 89 5,626

26. Jhahu a IT. A. N.A.

27. Dewas 20 857

28. Dhar 44 N.A.

29. East Khar/?one 79 27,956

50. West Khar^one 88. N.Ji.

51 . North Betul 51 7,121

52. South Betul 45 4 ,558

55. Hoshanp-ahad 55 N. A.

54 . Nepa 1 3,016

55. Hard a 55 Nt A.

56. North Khandwa 48 40,559

57. South Khandwa 45 9,074

58. J ahaX-pur 10 924

59. Dam oh 1 119

40. Narsimhpur 15 859

41 . North Mandi a H. A. N. A.

42. Sap'ar 10 625

45. South Mandi a 114 -

J A ’ ' ; • East Bhopal 25 N.A.
4 CT 61 9, Q07
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S.No. Name of Division. Number ©f
forest
villapes.

Estimated
population*

1 . 2. 5. 4.

47. Sheopur Kai an 48 ‘ 6,571

48. Cun a 42 546

49. Tikamparh 17 n.e.
50. Shivpuri 75 2,610

Source *-Chief Conservator ©f Forests(MP),

Out of these rouphly 678 villapes were actually revenue 

villages in Forest areas in M.B. and Bhopal repions ff 

Nadh.va Pradesh. There were a few forest villapes in 

V.P.repion hut they were set up not with the intention 

of providing labour force for the exploitation of 

forests hut for providiny drum-heaters for Shikar (wild 

yawe).

6.8 The Forest Policy Committee, Madhya Pradesh (1951 ) 

had the followinp to observe about the Forest villapes*

’’The basic principle of establishing labour colonies 

for facilitatinp forest works is a sound one, hut the 

Committee doubts if such villapes are really necessary 

in developed tracts where labour is available in plenty.. 

Elsewhere the Forest Department should provide full time 

employment to its villapers, puarantee adequate wapes 

and reasonable amenities and make the conditions of 

residents so attractive that even without tenancy riphts 

the residents would prefer to stay in them permanently, 

present conditions are not altogether satisfactory and th 

fear of harassment by the forest officials is 9 SCFIOUS 

draw-back. The time has also come when instead of 

establishing small ham&ats in uut of the way places, a 

he.ainn'n hi b- mad to c4* rt 3 labour camps
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provided with modern amenities such as proper housing 

accommodation, school, dispensary, clean water, recreation 

and transport facilities, insurance benefits, etc."

6.9. There has been some criticism of the system 

of Forest villages in the recent past. It has been 

altered in certain quarters that these villages were 

nothin^ short of slave labour camps as the workers do net 

ret any tenancy rights on cultivable land in the villages 

and can be evicted for refusinr to work as and when 

called upon tc do so, We feel that agreement with

this contention would tantamount to taking a very

uncharitable view of the situation. The facilities 

afforded for cultivation of land, ^razinr cattle, >uildinr 

houses, schoolinr of children etc. are in return of the 

condition rerardinr the availability of the residents 

for forest operations when needed and that too where 

cultivation was not likely to suffer due to prolonged 

absence from the village, Normally one person is taken 

from each household for plantat ions or forest works 

leavinr the rest of the family for looking after the 

household, cattle, agriculture etc. There is absolutely 

no compulsion for them to settle in the village and work 

from them is not taken gratis. They are paid wap-es for 

the work done cn the rates fixed by the Collector or the

Divisional Forest Officer.

6.10. Is Iona as the villages are within the Reserved

Forests, no lep*al rights on the land can obviously be 

riven. It has, however, been noted that "of late, the? 

forest labourers from forest villages have failed to 

secure the main objective of pr ovidin^ labour for forest 

works". In recent years they have p-rown politically 

conscious and have been misled by and a few

others into violating ,the conditions of settlement in



Forest villages by avoiding to go on works (when asked 

to do so) on flimsy grounds and demanding proprietary 

rights on land.-.. Politicians, have sought to capitalise 

on evictions if any ordered by Forest officials for 

violating the law#

6»ii* There is evidence of a little’ bit of departmental 

rivalry between the- Forest Officials and officials of the 

Tribal Welfare Department. The latter (who, for certain 

controversial reasons, have largely•refrained from 

extending their welfare activities to the tribals living ip 

the forest villages) have Often accused the ffrest 

officials of exploiting the tribals (forest villagers) and 

preventing their economic well being. The former have also 

accused the officials of the other Departmental misleading 

the ignorant and championing a wrong cause. We can not do 

better can quote from the Report of the Scheduled Areas 

and Scheduled Tribes Commission (1960—61) -which described 

the tenure in forest villages as ’’Tenancy on sufferance”

”It is not denied that the residents of such 

villages enjoy some amenities provided by the Forest

Department ............... (para 12.32)' 1

The charge that forest villagers 

are no better than serfs is not justified (para 12.34)”.

This Commission while admitting the legal difficulties 

and also indirectly the security of tenure in these words:

"As long as the land given for temporary cultivation 

remains a part of the reserved forest, it is obvious 

that occupancy rights cannot be given to them. The 

hereditary principle is tacitly recognised ’’(para 12.34), 

had made a recommendation(in self contradiction but based 

on its ’’feelings”) that ’’security of tenure should i>e 

assured to the tribals” in other words to the Forest 

vill~'•'’s a cf whom were tribals. Whatever was

. r



the real basis for such a recommendation, a few politicians 

took advantage of such pronouncements for inciting the 

forest villagers to demand tenancy rights which if conceded 

would knock out the very basis for which these villages 

were organised by the Forest Department viz. ensuring 

uninterrupted availability of labour for forest operations, 

in return for certain facilities and concessions. The 

basic obj ective was certainly not ’’tribal welfare”.

Whatever amenities were provided in Forest villages by 

the Forest Department, were more in the nature of labour 

welfare activities. The Commission’s arguments that ’’the 

tribal who formerly regarded himself as the lord of the 

forests was through a deliberate process turned int« -a 

subject and placed under the Forest department”; th^t 

’’Tribal villagers were no longer an essential part of 

the forests but were there merely on sufferance”; and 

that "the traditional rights of the tribals were no 

longer recognised as rights” have considerable emotional 

appeal. Perhaps three things were overlooked while presen

ting these arguments viz.-

1) There is no evidence of conversion of tribal /badi 

villages into Forest villages (which were established 

in reserved forests and where people were brought for 

settlement and, allowed to carry out agriculture and animal 

husbandry). They were only expected to help in development, 

preservation and rational exploitation of forests;

2) The development of forests and their exploitation 

was to be for the benefit of all people and not of persons 

living in primitive civilization alone. The primitiveness 

could not have been allowed to continue for all time to

come;

3) The tribals inhabiting the forests were exploited,

no doubt, py contractors and forest officials. They took
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advantage of their ignorance and simplicity but the basic 

objectives of the forest Policies declared so far were 

utilisation of the forest wealth for the benefit of all 

people and did not imply the exploitation of the tribals.

Our objective in sayfng so is not to criticize the work 

of such an august Commission but only to pin-point the 

purpose of establishing Forest villages, which would be 

lost in the whirlwind of such controversies. Indiscipline 

is gradually creeping in becauseof political machinations.

It would ultimately make the problem of recruiting labour 

for Forest operations increasingly difficult. Cfher 

problems of an industrial civilization would, follow as 

a matter of course.

6.12 A solution to the problem of giving land to the

landless workers and also to the problem of ^'ving tenancy 
rights to the cultivating forest villagers would perhaps 

lie in the conversion of all agricultural land within the 

forest villages ii4to State farms wherein all forest villagers

wb.e'■fch.gr having land or landless, can be asked to work, when 

not ergaged in forest operations,and to share the proceeds 

of the harvests in the proportion of the quantum of labour 

put in. In that case the farms can also be improved by 

inputs'of fertilisers etc. to give better returns. The 

issue might arouse some controversy but needs fuller

examination for the benefit of the forest worker.
•

6.13. In recent years efforts have been made.to organise 

co-operative societies of Forest labourers especi aLly 

in the Tribal areas. The membership of these societies is 

generally, though not exclusively, of tribals and these 

societies are also available for taking up works other 

than those directly connected with the exploitation of 

forest wealth. The services of these societies have been 

extensively tried to be made use of by the Madhya Pradesh

,yr- :v yv-kwr ''O'r' r r + i 1 in executing

%25e2%2596%25a0fch.gr


their contracts. Difficulties have, however, to be faced 

very often in obtaining even the members o.f such societies 

during the agricultural seasons for forest operations.

6.14. These societies should, as a matter of fact, 

have rone a long wav to materialize the expectations 

of the M.P.Forest Policy Committee (1951expressed in 

the following words’ "If labour gangs, are organised andI
their programme is properly arranged, not enly forest 

Operations will be more satisfactorily carried out but 

what is more important, the petty inconveniences caused 

to the labour eliminated". These societies have failed, 

in our judgement, to be as effective as they should have 

been for three reasons2

4) There has been no realization of its utility by the-- 

tribals; and these societies have not been born

of their urge to forge a cooperative movement.

These have been born mostly of the attempts of 

Tribal and Cooperation Department officials to 

reach the targets prescribed for them for organizing 

such societies.

2) There is lack of proper programming for such

societies: its members are not assured of regular 

jobs throughout the year. As a matter of fact 

these societies have not been actually constituted 

as labour gangs even though their names so 

suggest;

5) The authoritarian approach of the field officials 

has added to a misunderstanding of the purpose of 

such a movement. The tribal (who is generally a forest 

worker) thinks that he and the forest belong to each*
< z

other and no outsideif has any business to meddle - ; _ 

in their affairs. Tribals have a very keen sense 

of cooperation but it seems that the right approach
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, h 1 '
to the tribe! mind is perhaps yet to be made.

We shall have more io discuss about the role of 

forest labour cooperative societies, in seme of the 

following pages.
\

6.15. Reverting back to the problem of availability 

of labour for forest operations especially during the 

agricultural seasons,one is often inclined to seek a 

solution in the evolution or development of a labour 

force which was divorced from agriculture and was 

available for uninterrupted employment in forest works 

throughout the year. In other words, the problem is 

essentially that of decasualisation. It would also be 

seen that unless forest labour is decasualised it may not 

be feasible to do much for bettering their conditions 

of work and living* Decasualisetion would, of course, 

call for a detailed examination of the different types 

of forest operations, the industries which can be based 

on forest produce and carried out throughout the year 

in different areas with a view to so phasing and dovetai

ling the programmes as tc provide employment opportunitie 

to all types of workers in forests and allied works 

throughout the year. The task is an arduous one specially 

because a majority of the labour force engaged in forest 

operations is the local tribal population whose attachmen 

to their land is preponderant. Unless efforts are made to 

divert a section of this population from agriculture to 

ether occupations through education and other measures 

such as provision of employment opportunities in other 

trades, a solution to the problem maj' not be well within 

regen. Perhaps in due course when the tribals are more

educated and have shed their indifference towards their

i ,
eorncr.i? uplift it would be easier to train and divert
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them to other remunerative trades. At present, it is 

largely their indifference towards their own economic 

uplift which prevents much that could he done for 

improving their lot#

6,16. It is felt that education (preparation of a 

mental frame of the desired bent) of the tribsls in 

their own way and attempts to decasualise forest labour 

ctuld help in the evolution of. a committed or stabilized
s 4'

labour force for eventually displacing the present system

•f ^retruitment and casual employment for forest •perations

It .seeds to be recalled that many employments in our

ctultry have had to ?o initially through such a phase

where recruitment of labour was quite unsatisfactory

resulting in the emergence of a larp-e floating popula-'

ti©n of uncommitted labour force. But as industry ^rew, as

avenues for employment expanded, as the needs of industry

.Jailed for higher skills, it no longer was considered

desirabLe to have a lar^e uncommitted labour force, k

•iabilized 1 abour force was now recognised as a necessity, 
t> r

although even now, the organised industry has not been 

able to do away completely with casual labour even though 

the percentage of casual labour to total labour force 

has certainly come to be negligible. Such a change in 

forestry would, however, call for the provision of 

avenues for employment in forests and forest based 

industries throughout the year, development of necessary 

skills and gradual introduction (and acceptance) of more 

modern and scientific techniques. We shall examine 

shortly the role that forest based industries can play 

in such an effort but before doing so it may be desirsbL 

to review briefly the conditions of work, wage structure 

in forest operations in M.B.

24 .• • * <■— ' r • » •

and wage differentials etc.
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Absenteeism

7.1 There is a fairly high rate of absenteeism 
am'ongst the forest workers coming from out-side forest 
villages the reasons for which are mainly as follows :

(i) The forest labour is not decasualised and 
is not a regular stabilised labour force* 
The casual nature of their work adds, to 
their indifference and they like to 
abstain on the slightest excuse for 
doing so.

(ii) Opportunities of employment in agriculture 
push up the rate of absenteeism during the 
agricultural seasons.

(iii) Absenteeism is often a mode of protesting 
against some alleged wrong done tr them.

(iv) Accidents, illnesses in the family, 
important events in the family, social ' 
functions etc. often keep the workers 
away from work. Since they are generally.’ 
not given any leave with pay they care 
little for obtaining leave sanctions
in advance.

(v) The tribals, who form the majority of 
the workers in forest areas of Madhya 
Pradesh are so very often indifferent 
towards their economic advancement that 
they hardly care to earn xdd; and save 
for te-morrow if they have enough for 
the day.

(vi) Some workers often get drunk on the
’Hat’ day and are unable to return to work 
on the next day.

7.2 Employers of forest labour often resort 
to such practices as retaining a part of the wages , 
offering alcoholic drinks before or after work io 
ensure attendance. These measures, undesirable 
though they may be, very often succeed. Sometimes 
they fail to click also. The giving of job contracts 
instead of employing persons on daily wage iasis
(as the contractors are not sure of the number of 
days the worker would turn up for work) is very
c omm on.
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It is felt that with the extension of education, 
enlightenments of the working force, foresr work 
becoming more remunerative etc. there would be a 
change in the right direction. Decasualisetion of 
forest labour as suggested else-where would be an 
important step forward in bringing down the rate of 
a bsenteeism.

WAGES AND EABNINGS:

8.1 There is no machinery for fixing of wa^es
of forest labour in Madhya Pradesh and perhaps no 
principles for the fixation of such wages. In most 
of the areas daily wage rates are fixed by the 
Collectors or the Divisional forest Officers more or 
less arbitrarily; such rates are normally paid in the 
forests exploited departmental^. But'the rates which 
the contractors pay vary depending upon the availability 
of labour during different* periods, skill of the workers 
urgency Of the jobiand and other factors Even if he 
employs people on piece-rate basis, the rate is such 
that the daily earning of the worker wouxd be around 
the rate fixed by the Collector or the Divisional forest 
Officer, unless availability of labour is less and he 
is in a hurry to complete exploitation before his 
lease expires..

8.2 The contractors prefer to employ workers on
piece wage basis. A 7ery small percentage of the 
workers is employed on daily wage basis. It lias been 
the feeling of the forest contractors that persons 
insisting on daily wage system are generally not 
good workers. They do not like to be paid on the 
piece rate because they are not sure of their performanc 
There might be a grain of truth in this assertion but 
we had found no reliable evidence to support it. On the 
contrary, we found that contractors liked to employ 
workers on job contract basis because they could get 
more quality work done for the same amount as would 

have been paid by way of daily wages. TJeo?saity of 
supervision is also avoided tc a considerable extent. 
Workers cannot complain against payment cf lower 
wages and the contractor has enough scope for giving 
less wages by finding some fault or the ether with the 
work. Governmental, quasi governmental agencies or
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corporate bodies such as Porest Labour Co-operative 
societies or M.P*T.C.Development Corporation prefer to 
employ workers on daily wave basis largely because 
of facility in accounting. There was, however, evidence 
of the fact that in eastern districts of Madhya Pradesh 
the system of payinv on daily wage basis was more

prevalent than in western districts of Madhya Pradesh. 
The daily ware rate was very near the ware normally 
earned by a person working on niece rate-

8.3* The wages, towards the end of 1967 for an
adult male unskilled worker were around Rs.1.50 per 
day in eastern districts of the State and Rs.2.00 per 
day in Malwa region. The ware rates for female and • 
child workers were slightly less. The wares for 
semi-skilled workers ranged between Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 per 
day but there was a wide variation in the rates 
payable to skilled workers in different areas. Por 
example, a black-smith was paid Rs. 5/-per day, a 
carpenter Rs.6.00 and a painter Rs.7.50 per day in 
East Khargone Division. As against this, rates ranred 
between Rs.2.fO to Rs. 5/- for similar trades in Sidhi.
The table given as appendix XII rives the normal 
rates of wares prevalent in different Porest Divisions 
during.1967-68.

8.4. Ware differentials are found t" exist in
different parts of the State during different periods 
of time for different types of jobs or even for 
identical jobs. As has already been indicated, the 
forest villagers are generally employed on departmental 
works on the rates of waves fixed by the district 
authorities or Divisional Porest Officers. But the 
waves in employment by contractors have usually been 
determined by the forces of demand for and supply 
of labour. Normally labour is not expe-ted to be 
employed on rates lower than those fixed by
Governmental agencies. It is the business of the 
Porest Department officials to ensure that lower 
rates were not paid but one- should not be surprised 
if the forest contractor takes advantage of availability 
of enough labour and pays wages at rates lower than 
those fixed by the Government. Pairly higher wages 
have, however, to be paid for attracting labour during 
the sowing and harvesting seasons. Similarly, higher 
waves for halts (generally P* O."1^ to 0.25 per day
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fromthe worker’s villages) and to those workers jvho 
are unable to return to their village homes for days 
together (because of non-availability of transport 
or the distance) and are obliged to 8,t$yat the work 
sites only. The tribal is also usually reluctant to go 
away from his kith and kin and familiar surroundings 
for work. The wa?e rates for forest operations near 
the plains and at lesser heights(where it is alsc 
not very difficult to obtain labour) are comparatively 
lower. There is considerable difficulty in getting 
skilled labour for working in the interior of forests. 
Such labour is scarce, is not assured of work throughout 
the year in the forests and ware rates offered to them 
are often not very attractive. The forest officials 
sometimes find it difficult to get skilled workers 
such as blacksmiths or carpenters on rates fixed fcy 
the follectors.

8.5, It has already been indicated while dealing 
with recruitment and availability of labour thnt 
female labour is also employed on forest works. Thie 
employment of females is generally for collecting 
forest produce, stacking, cutting off branches, 
bringing water from distant places for workers, ‘ 
debarking, stone-breaking, road work, helping in 
charcoal burping and catechu making, £tabmoo cutting 
etr. The rates of wages payable to female labour 
where working independently (i,e. not working jointly 
with her family on job contract basis) are generally 
less by about a quarter of a rupee than the rates 
paid to male workers. In south eastern districts of 
Madhya Pradesh the average female reportedly does more 
work than her male counterpart but gets lower wages. 
.This differential ought to go if female labour perform^ 
harder or equal work.

8.6 Child labour, generally above 12 .of age
is often found working alongwith other family workers 
engaged on job contract basis. Children are generally 
utilised for collection of minor forest produce and 
sometimes e.g. during school holidays, slightly grown up 
boys often take to felling trees also. They are 
normally treated on par with an adult female as far 
as the payment of daily wages is concerned. Where they 
help their narents on works the wages'are paid on the

* •
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basis of the work done to the head of the family 
and it goes difficult to work out his contribution. 
In the case of minor forest produce the payment is 
made on the basis of forest produce collected and a
child
adult

is able to earn between 50$ to 75$ of 
earning.

the normal

8.7 . The types of jobs normally performed by forest
labourers are s-

(O' Felling of trees and stacking of (a) 
in prescribed sizes; (b) Ballis upto 
girth by numbers; (c) 'Logs above 24” 
by c.ft.;

Fuel
24”
girth

(ii) Cutting of bamboos;
(iii) Transporting, loading and unloading;
(iv) Debarking. The rate for debarking sal 

generally higher.
is

(v) Sawing
(vi) Charcoal making
(vii) Catechu making.

The last three categories are considered to be
skilled jobs for which a little training is also 
neiessary. Besides these, masons, carpenters, blacksmiths 
painters etc. belonging to the skilled category are 
required’for construction of forest rest houses and 
other jobs taken up department ally in forest areas 
by the forest Department. A higher wage rate is, 
therefore, paid for these trades depending on the skill 
of the worker. For other jobs, the rates of wages are 
more or less uniform in an area. The piece rates for 
diifferent jobs in Madhya Pradesh are currently around 
the rates given below

(i) Felling and logging of timber:
Rs.0.25 per c.ft. over 18” girth for timber 
with bark ard Rs.0.35 per c.ft. ovei* 18” girth 
for debarked timber.

The rates for Bailies are generally as follows!
(i) 9” -12” girth Rs.0.10 each

(ii) 12”~15" pirth Rs.0.15 each
(iii) l5"-18” girth Rs.0.25 each.

(ii) Felling and stacking of Fuel trees*
For stacks of 6 ft. x 3 ft. x 3 ft. fror^
Rs. 1.50 to Rs.2.00 in departmental works and 
on contract works for stacks of H ft. x 4 ft. x 
4 ft. Rs.1.25 to Rs.1.50 per stack.

. . .29.
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(i i i) Loading and Unloading1;
Rs.0.75 per stack.

(iv) Rs.2.00 per bar for charcoal making.

8.8. * During the open working- season the daily
earning of an average hard worker would range from 
Rs.2.50 to Ps.5-00 and that of a family from Rs.5 to Rs.6 
per day. Poor workers may earn from Rs, 1.25 to Rs.2.00 
per day depending upon the labour put in by them.

8.9. Ike labour from Rajasthan is more skilled in 
charcoal making and is employed even in distant 
places like Raigarh and Raipur. The employment is 
generally on piece rate basis. Labour from Bihar and 
Orissa also comes to Raipur and Raigarh. The rates 
paid to such out-side workers are generally competitive.

8.10. Wherever cultivation is developed the 
wage-rate for forest work is found to be higher. It 
is directly ir, proportion to the degree of cultivation 
in a particular tract. Por th;se reasons the wage rates 
in Malwa region are slightly higher than in the south
eastern districts of the State. Unskilled labour is also 
available in plenty in the eastern and south eastern 
districts than in the western districts.

8.11. T'/e labour engaged in the collection of 
minor forest oroduce such as, -kullu gum, Lhawada gum, 
Phool Bahari, Rosha grass, Moheline, Honey, Wax,
Mahuwa flower Mahuwa seed', Tendu patta etc. is raid
on the basis of the quantity of average quality produce 
collected. Their earnings through collection of minor 
forest produce are generally not substantial except 
for ^uch produce where collection is a whole day’s 
work e.g. Tencu-Patta, Mahua flow-grand seeds. In the 
(base of such other produce where it cannot be a whole 
day's job, it is more or less a side family occupation 
and an average family earns about Rs. 150 to Rs.250 in 
about six months time while primarily engaged in other 
occupations such as agriculture etc.

8.12. The rates for kullu gum vary from Rs.0.40 
to Rs.2.00 per.-kg. for Phavda gum from Rs.0.75 to Rs.1.50 
per kg., Mahul leaves from Ps.0-06 to 0.20, Mahuwa 
flowers Rs.O,"O to Rs.0.25 and Rs.1.50 for 100 gaddis of 
Tendu pptta ■ each gaddi having 50 leaves. An idealjjf 
the rates p a" d for such produce can be had from the

•7 r♦ • •
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table riven as Appendix XIII, This tabLe also gives 
an idea of the rates paid by the M.P. State Tribal 
Cooperative Development Corporation. It has been 
alleged that the benefit of increased rates paid by 
this Corporation does not actually go to the forest 
woikers. They were paid the normal rates which were 
being paid earlier and with which the tribal was 
more familiar, the difference being pocketed by 
unscrupulous or corrupt agents. These allegations 

may not be wnoliy,truee There is, however, a need 

for constant vigil in this behalf else the 
objectives of setting up this Corporation would be 
undermined.

8.13. The three years preceding 1968-69 were
years of droughts and scarcity and the forest
labourers were more interested in getting foodgrains 
than in cash wages, Availability of food grains on 
reasonable prices was more important to them and they 
preferred to work for contractors rather than on 
departmental works if the contractors could arrange to 
supply foodgrains and some other important requisites, 
such as salt, at work sites on reasonable rates. Some 
contractors did try to provide these commodities on 
reasonable prices against a part of the wages and some 
made a profit even in this deal. It must be said to 
the credit of M.P.S.T.C.D.C. that they had opened a 
number of fair price shops where these commodities 
were supplied on fair prices. Even though the wages 
had gone slightly up the real wage.s during this period 
had gone down considerably low.

8.14. Il short the wage differentials have generally 
been due to -

(i) Distance from residence to work place
(ii) Adequate availability or otherwise of labour

(iii) Nature of job.
(iv\ Prices of foodgrains and other necessities

(v) The terrain and location of the coupes or 
areas of working e.g. rates were higher for 
working in hilly areas or dacoit-infested 
areas.

(vi) Availability of outside labour skilled or 
unskilled during December to May.

"i1
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8.15* In the course of our investigations we found
that increases in wages in recent years have not been 
consistent with the increase in the prices of foodgrains 
and other necessities. In s arch eastern districts of 
the Sta+e, the daily wage races increased from Rs.O.5O 
in 1960 to Rs.0.75 in 1962 to Rs.1.00 in 1964 to Rs.1.50 
in 1965* Since 1965 there has not been much change 
in the rates of wares fixed official!^ by district 
authorities even though slightly higher wage rates 
had to be paid during the busy seasons. xn the western 
districts of Dewas, Khargone, Khandwa, ndore, Dhar etc^ 
the1 wage rates had reportedly increased from Rs.0.37 per 
day in 1952 to about Rs.1.50 to Rs.2.00 per day in 1967.

8.16. As has been pointed out elsewhere the
contractors like to ensure the availability of labour 
by giving advance wages (sometimes interest free) to 
the workers and adjusting the same against the work taken 
from them. This practice is more in vogue in the western 
and Central districts of the State than in the eastern 
and s cuth eastern districts where the employers are 
reluctant to give wage advances on account of the 
difficulties of recovering the same from defaulters.
The practice of giving advances appears co be more 
prevalent amongst Punjabi contractors in the State than 
amongst the local contractors. No advance wages are, 
however, given on departmental- works* There have been a 
lot of complaints from both sides-. The workers and social 
workers allege them the contractors recover much more 
than they give by way of wage advances by manipulating 
accounts whose accuracy can scarcely be questioned by 
the workers. The advances are often recovered in 
different possible ways from relations or co-villagers 
of defaulters or even of workers who died before 
completing tseir part of the contract to the satisfacti s? 
of the contractorsThe contractors, on the other hand, 
allege .that they have a lot of trouble realising the 
wage advances from the workers. Without going into this 
controversy we would only like to say vhat the tribal 
is generally honest in paying off his .debts and such 
complaints are true about tne non-tribal workers.

8.17. A word needs to be added about the payment
of wages. Tne workers are usually paid weekly on the 
market day. Deductions from wages are often made for 
doing bad work. Some centracuors prefer to retain a part

r



of the wares with a view to ensuring the presence of 
the worker during the following week, It appears to be 
a very common practice by the contractors. Allegations 
of manoeuvring the accounts, taking illegitimate 
advantage of the worker’s illiteracy and ignorance 
while adjusting advance wares against work done are 
often made which ought to be checked. Many forest 
villagers alleged that, the contractor’s ’munim who 
is often present at the coupe site adopted such
techniques as delaying counting of stacks and later■ \
on refusing to accept some of them as having been put 
up by a particular woiker, declaring work done or minor 
forest produce collected by them as sub-standard and 
paying a lower rate therefor, deliberately committing 
mistakes (to the disadvantage of the workers) in 
counting or measuring logs, in calculating wages and 
marking attendance etc. These allegations were denied 
by the contractors. It is possible that the contractors 
may not be directly involved in such exploitation and 
the Wwims might be tempted to make a little easy money 
by cashing on the illiteracy and ignorance of the forest 
workers. Unfortunately there is nothing in the forest 
manual for preventing such exploitation. Such complaints 
against contractors are generally many but in the 
absence of any provision either in the Forest Manual 
or conditions of contract against rauch irregularities 
the forest officials are not able to take any action. 
Despite all this the trouble is not always one sided 
and the workers have often been allegedly found stealing 
a part of the produce and selling it to outsiders, idling 
away time and shirking work (if engaged on daily wage 
basis) if not being watched, really doing eu'b'.-stan dard 
work, playing deliberate mischief while logging or fellin< 
etc. (where not paid on piece rate).- While, some of the 
charges against the workers often hold good, one cannot 
lose sight of the fact that the contractors scarcely 
allow anybody to shirk work and always have on upper 
hand in paying for work extracted from workers. Sometimes 
wages or collection charges are not paid to a whole group, 

of workers on charges of having stolen away some produce.

The frustrated workers try to pay the devil off by other 
means. It is no doubt a pointer to the existence of 
dissatisfaction on the job, of unredressed grievances 
and of the helplessness of the workers against their
exploit tier 4 p mor- than onr: V A
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8.18* In departmental works carried out by the 
Forest Department, the labour is mostly drawn from 
the forest villages whose inhabitants are bound to 
work on the wage rates considered reasonable by the 
Forest Officers. There are allegations, however, of 
corrupt practices by the officials in the lower 
echelon^ of the Forest Department, such as demanding 
of ’Dasturii on the p $y day, payment of lower .rates 
than those charged to Government by obtaining th&mb 
impressions on muster rolls showing higher amounts 
than actually being paid, taking of personal work 
from the labourers while charging their wages to 
Government etc. but an unorganised and illiterate 
labour force dees little (and can perhaps also do 
little) to protest against such malpractices when they 
know that in case of defiance they can be deprived of 
employment and also evicted from their houses and land 
in the forest village even on .ome cooked up charges.

8.19. It may not he possible in the existing cir
cumstances to do anything revolutionary for emancipating 
the lot of the forest labourers in this ' egeo. d 'Tet the 
following measures can certainly be taken towards 

achieving that end:

(i) The.*; State’s labour Department can eet up
a Committee for determining the minimum 
wages of different wtegories of Forest 
labour and suggesting revisions as and when 
necessary with a view to giving atleast a mini

wage to the forest workers. Ii is 
true thau there would be difficulties in 
the enforcement of the minimum wage but 
ways and means of encountering those 
difficulties can be found out only when a 
beginning is made and some experience gained 
in that direction. The work ?f ensuring
payment of the minimum wage can perhaps

the
be made/jemt and several responsibility

oi Labour and Forest Departments.
Rules should he framed under appropriate 
Acts (perhaps Payment of Wages Act which 
can be suitably mod .fied if : Pessary to 
include forest labour in its purview) to 
provide a wage card to eacn. worker wherein

(ii)



advances, if any, given and the adjustments 
made against payments for work • can he indicated. 
In other cases, the quantum of work done, 
attendance, wages earned an-d paid ?and dates of 
payment can be recorded therein by the employers* 
Till wor'cers get ->a educated some social 

workers have to help such workers in ensuring that 
correct entries arejnade in the card, intensive 
and surprise physical checks on such entries by 
Forest ^/Labour officials can also help.

(iii) Some incentive needs to be given to the-Forest 
workers by way of payment of bonus for good work, 
regular attendance etc. It would also perhaps help 
in the development of a stable forest.1abour force 
.in the State.

(iv) Cfily reasonable deductions from wages should be 
made and no part of the wages should be allowed 
to be retaineo by the employer for ensuring 
attendan c e.

(v) -Qiere should be equal pay for equal work and no 
discrimination in wage payments should be made 
on grounds of sex or age.

(vi) Efficiency should be sought to be rewarded by 
payment of higher wages.

(vii )Provision should be made 

(viii )Pa.vmenu of wages should

for paid national holidays, 

be made regularly.

(ix) The forest manual should’be modified for dealing 
effectively with cases o.f irregularities in 
payment of wares by contractors etc.

Conditions of Work; _

9.1. The conditions of work in forest operations 
are by no means satisfactory. The labour engaged therefor 
has to work in remote areas away from his heme in some
what trying conditions. The work by its very nature is 
physically strenuous. Its made all the more exacting by 
the contractors, ^'he life is net sO hard for those 
who live near the place of work but its indeed trying for 
those who have to spend a number of nights and days, away 
fron their f amilies/homes, in the interior and expose 
themselves to the vagaries of



9.2., The hours of work do riot normally exceed nine 
and the workers get a rest interval of about, two hours 
during noon. The problems which the workers normally 
face at the work site are (i) Accommodation; (ii) drinking 
water; (iii) bathin- and washing facilities; (iv) Medical 
facilities; (v) Transport; (vi)•Rations and (vii) Recrea
tion. They are normally required to construct thatched 
hutments themselves near the work sites. These huts, 
as a matter of fact, do not offer anything more than 
bare protection arainst direct exposure to rain or sun 
and in the winter months the workers have to keep fire 
burning through*^?’ the nirht for keeping them warm.

9.3. Normally transportation facilities are not
provided by the Forest Department to workers for going 
to work sites from their homes daily. Some workers even
cover a distance of 10 kms. each way for going to and 
coming back from work. It directly affects their capacity 
to work. Back of facilities for keeping families at the
place of work often distract the workers and is sometimes 
an important cause of absenteeism amongst forest labourers 
especially in Chhatisgarh region. Some contractors 
arrange to transport workers from their villages to the 
work sites if the terrain permits and also to bring 
drinking water for workers in trucks etc. Pure drinkina 
water is usually not available in the interior areas.
The workers have often to go long distances for bathing, 
washing and bringing drinking water for themselves where
it is not provided 
are very orthodox, 
with them and they 
by a fellow worker

by the employers. Many forest workers 
Caste considerations weigh heavily 
refuse to drink water fetched or drawn 
belonging to a lower caste.

9.4. The workers in remote areas also need foodgr.ains
salt, tobacco or Bidi, alcoholic drinks (their hot favour; 
etc. which are usually not available on work sites. The 
contractors try to provide these facilities also wherever 
and as far as possible. Otherwise workers have to bring 
their own rations while coming for work or on Hat days 
from the nearest Hat.

9.5. There are virtually no medical facilitiesA,.an(^
no facilities for entertainment at the work sites.
Forest contractors claim to provide first aid facilities 
and to get the workers involved in accidents while workin
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treated in hospitals at their own cost but such 
contractors are exceptions than the rule. If a worker 
rets badly injured he -is generally transported to the 
nearest hospital and is thereafter forgotten. He does 
not get any sick leave on full pay in case of accidents#- 
Workers often apply indigenous herbs or medicines for a 
cur-. The Forest Department also does not provide any 
medical facilities on work sites but sometimes paludrin 
tablets are given as a prophylactic against malaria. 
Ciliary first aid facilities are also sometimes 

; av a il a bl e.

9.6. 'The entertainment facilities on work sites
are practically none and the contractors do little to 
provide any. In Departmental works also such facilities 
are not given. The workers try to forget their worries, 
families and homes by singing and dancing together after 
taking drinks in the evening. Drinks are available or 
made available on payment by contractors some of whom 
are also Excise contractors besides being forest contractcr

Labour Welfare:

10.1. Amelioration of the conditions of work and
living of labour is normally the responsibility of the’ 
employer birt in the case of forest labour, contractors, 
who have been the main employers have always felt 
relieved of any responsibility in this behalf. The 
Forest department has, ofccurse, been doing something 
for providing certain amenities to the forest villagers 
though in a very small way. A small provision is made 
in the budget of the Forest Department annually for 
providing amenities in forest villages. It ^advalso been 
included as a plan scheme in the previous three five year 
plans. A perusal of Appendix XIV would show that an 
expenditijre of Rs.0.32 lakh was incurred on providing 
amenities to forest villagers in Madhya Pradesh in the 
First plan period; the expenditure during the second 
plan period was 1^.2.06 lakhs and during the third plan 
period Rs.5.40 lakhs. The shortfall in the targetted 

expenditure showed that the scheme was implemented 
casually and not very sincerely. The States of 
Maharashtra, Madras and Gujarat have been spending 
comparatively more than Madh.v a Pradesh. The progress 
of expenditure on this subject in Madhya Pradesh, as 
reported by the Chief Conservator of Forests, during the



previcu s f ew years has been as fcLlows »-

1962 • • . . Rs. 47,145
1963 4 > .. Rs. 64,7 34

1964 • • .. Re. 50,244

1965 • • .. Rs. 1,35,882

1966 • • . . Rs. 2',41,510

19*67 • • . . Rs. 1 ,33,098

10.2 The f acili ties which have been tried to be
prov ided by the Forest Department can bse classified
follows J: —

as

i) Medical and
ii) Educational
i ii)Construeti on

health facilities 
facilities 

of roads, sinking of wells,
provision 

iv) Others.
of drinking water

It would be desirable to review briefly the extent to 
which these facilities are available*

10.3 There are 11 Forest Circles in the State but
the number of dispensaries (mobile) set up so far are 
seven. These dispensaries have their headquarters at -

i) Barnawapara village in North Raipur Division.
ii) Sankara village in South Raipur Division.
iii) Achanakmar village in Bilaspur Division.

iv)Amla village in South Chhindwara Division
v)Mukki village in North Balaghat Division

vi)Bc±oani village in Hoshangabad Division and
vii)(’oklapalli village in Bastar Division. Five cut 
of these seven dispensaries were reported to be functionin 
without a docror. Fortunately for the Forest villagers 
a compounder was attached to each dispensary and he 
distributed paludrin tablets, supervised spray of D.D.T. , 
dressed ordinary wounds and distributed carminative, 
cough, Bismuth and other mixtures according to his 
diagnosis of rhe disease. Since the vehicles had gone out 
of commission the mobile dispensaries had also become 

a sort of permanent fixtures in some of the important 
Forest villages. It is reported that doctors who are 
allotted by the Head th Department for posting to these 
dispensaries are extremely reluctant to- stay in Forest 
villages. There is some difficulty about she pay scales al
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The Forest Department incurred an expenditure of
fe. 41,000/- on tb<« maintenance and running of these 
dispensaries during 1966-67* About 20,000 outdoor patient 
were treated therein.

10,4. The Forest department incurred an expenditure 
of Rs.38,885/- in running 47 primary schools and one 
carpentary school in the State for the benefit of the 
Forest villagers. The distribution of the schools 
students and teachers therein is as follows*

Division. Village where No. of No. of teachers
located. students. Head-

Master.
Assistant
teachers.

• • • «
1. 2. 3. -t « • 5.• “ • • • . . . .

1. Bilaspur Circle:

I.Bilaspur 1* Katra 57 1 2
2, Don grip an i 78 1 2

2 4

2, Rainur Circle;

1. South Raipur-
3. Risgaon 120 1 2
4. Amjhar 59 i 1
5. Bhainamuda 65 1 1
6. Du g 1 i 114 1 2
7. Amgaon 114 1 1

8. Jhun3garakssa 113 1 •iI
2. North Raipur -

9. Barnawapara 90 1 2

3. South Burg -
10. Amebahara 62 1 1

8 11
3. Balaghat Circle

1 . South Balaghat-
11. Nav.agaon 17 - -j

2. South Seoni -

12. Karamjhiri 51 1 1

13. Nawegaon 36 - 1
14. Mobgaon 4 6 1 1
15. Manikahar 52 1 1

3. South Chhindwara -
16. Am 1 a 51- - 1
1?. Ba1p an i 71 1 2
1 '* ID' ■9 >-:g>ani 32 — 1



Division. Village where No/of No.of teachers
located «• students* Head-

Master.
Assistant
teachers.

1 . 2. > 7
4 ,4 • 5-

4. East- -a;.
Chhindwa ta-

20. Barban N/i&A. * - 1

5.West Chhindwara -

21. Piparia 48 - 1

4 12

4. Central. Circle:
1.Jabalpur-

22. Bandari 18 - 1

2,South Mandla -

23. Kisli 18 - 1

24. Kisli Bilwani 49 - 2

25. Motinala 40 ! 1
26. Saida 51 - ‘ 2

27. Manpli 60 1 2

J.ATorth Mandla -
28.Malpa.thar 54 1 1
29-Padaria , 60 1 2

12

5* Hoshans’a^ad Circles
1 . Hestanzabad -

30. Bort 16 — 1

9£~ • Harda -
31 . Borpani 102 1 2

32 . Bor.. 45 - 1

33. Barwani 27 <■> 1

_p • Berth- 34. Baretha 32 .. 1
Betul -

35* Badi 38 — 1
36. Bhar 29 - 1
37. Keolajhir 36 - 1
36. Kalapani 30 - 1
39- Phobia 56 - 2
40. Kupna. 24 - 1

4. South Khandwa -
41. Bhakna 46 1

42. Amelia 33 — 1



• — ft
Division. No. of teac h e r sVillage where No*cf 

located. students. Head-
Master.

Assistant
teachers.

1. 2.
• • •

5. 4. - 5.

45. Kirgaon 50 - 1
44. Av ol i a 19 - 1

North Khan dwa - -

45. Sukwa 54 - 1
46. Bhoral 18 - 1

47. Golkheda 56 — 1
1 20

'otal: 47 Schools. 2316 19 57
•

Students .Dead- Teachers. -
Masters.

s is thus 47 
19 Head masters, 
village in

The total total number of Primary school 
and the number of teachers 76 including 
There is one carpentary school in Garhi
North Balaghat Division of Balaghat Circle. Looking 
to the number of forest villages- 2059 -the number of 
schools appear to be much less. It was, however, 
noticed that the attendance in these schools has 
not been encouraging despite the fact that education 
was free and bocks and slates etc. were supplied free 
to the students. Our enquiries revealed that parents 
were net very anxious to send their children to the 
schools. If at all they succumbed tc the persuasion 
of the school teacher they rarely allowed their 
children to complete one full term in the school. ‘The 
children were themselves averse to the discipline of 
the village teacher; the parents, on the other hand, 
liked the children to look after younger children 
at home when they 'went to work, to take cattle 
for grazing, to watch the agricultural lands while crops 
growing- to lend a hand in tilling the soil and in 
collecting forest produce which would bring some money. 
Our feeling is that there is need for intensive 
extension work in forest villages. The forest villagers 

would not be averse to sending children to the schools 
once they are convinced of tne long-run advantage cf 
getting the children educated. A few instances came 
to our notice where children of enlight ned forest- 
villagers have risen to become Gazetted Officers in 
-J..-.t Depart: • nt wr • a"'1 .1 in certain
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quarters that the forest department officials discouraged 
parents from sending children to school for fear of 
lessening the labour force but the allegation appeared 
to be incorrect.

10.5. The forest Department has been trying to ‘ 
sink wells in the forest villages for providing drinking 
water, constructing fair weather and boulder roads and 
culverts for improving communications. It was reported 
to us that nearly 60% of the villages had been provided 
with drinking water wells. 200 wells were proposed to. be 
sunk and 570 wells remodelled during the third plan 
period of which 115 wells had been sunk, 57 partly 
constructed and 95 remodelled. The work has not made 
satisfactory progress, nevertheless, the’realization
of such a need of the forest worker is by itself a 
welcome feature. The callous apathy to the needs of 
such'villagers is gradually waning off.

10.6. Under the terms of settlement, the forest 
department is under an obligation to give taccavi 
loans on easy terms either in cash or as seed to the 
forest villagers for the purchase of bullocks or carts 
etc. unto Rs.5OO/- per individual. Interest is presently 
charged at the rate of Rs. 6.25% per annum. The principal 
alongwith interest is recoverable after the next crop 
season, if the forest villager required another 
advance, it was granted after the previous advance had 
been recovered in full alongwith the interest. The number 
of instalments for refund are not fixed but the 
villagers are allowed to refund the loan in easy 
instalments in a year’s time. The forest villager
needs financial assistance in the form of loans for
improvement of land, purchase of seeds, fertilisers,
purchase of implements etc. but is unable to get the same
as the forest department does not give loans for these
purposes and they cannot raise loans as they have
little security to offer. They cannot raise loans on
the security of the land tilled by them because they
don’t own it. There has been a lot of consciousness
amongst the land holders and landless alike in forest
villages. While the landless clamours for allotment of /
land, the land holders want legal rights to perm-anent 
tenure being given, The cultivable land in reserved

r

forests being limited it is not possible to allot land
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to the increasing number of landless workers. There 
are legal difficulties in granting of permanent tenure 
to 1 and holders in reserved forests. A few politicians 
have whipped up the feeling of being exploited in the 
minds of forest villagers and incited them to press 
their claims to tenancy rights,not going to work when 
called for etc. A remedy would perhaps lie in providing 
for grant of loans for improvement of land and purchase 
of agricultural implements etc. on the security of the 
crops raised by the f orest. villagers.

/ I
1C,7. It would not be out of place to mention here 
the role that the -Tribal Self are department can play 
in ameliorating the conditions of living of the forest 
villagers who are predominantly tribal. Unfortunately, 
due to certain misunderstandings and misgivings the 
welfare of the forest villagers has been left completely 
out of the orbit of the Tribal Welfare department. The 
Tribal Welfare Department is mainly concerned with 
ameliorating the socio-economic conditions of the tribal 
population. If it extends its activities to the forest 
villages also keeping in mind the purpose for which 
forest villages were established and safeguarding the 
interests of the forest Departmen t, a lot of good can 
be done to the forest villagers and indirectly to the 
forest labour. This aspect needs to be ex® ined very 
carefully at the highest level in the State.

10.8. There are certain other fields where welfare
measures and certain benefits need to be assured to the 
forest labourers. There are even no paid national

also be
allowed.

10.9« Besides, legislation, there is an urgent
need for making adult education compulsory in the 
forest villages and for foresr workers elsewhere also 
and providing necessary facilities therefor, It is ej 
necessary to provide some financial incentive by wap cl 
scholarships etc. for sending children to school, 
financial incentives would atleast help in solving 
the economic reasons for which parents often decide 
against sending children to school. Borne safeguard woulc 
have to be provided (e.g. payment of scholarship in 2 
instalments, recovery of full amount if the child fails 
attend the school for the full term without any reasonal
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excuse) so that undue advantage is also not taken 
of the welfare measures.

XI - Socio-Economic Conditions of forest Worlera•

11.1. In a study of Forest labour in Madhya Pradesh, 
it would be worthwhile to review very briefly the 
consumption patterns and modes of living. A comparison 
of a tribal forest worker with a non-tribal worker 
would be relevant. The tribal workei is e specimen
of good health and bliss and his house a picture of 
neatness and cleanliness. A non-tribal even though 
economically more prosperous and well to do than a 
tribal, is neither so healthy nor so happy. Some of the 
non-tribals belong to the scheculed-. oastes, some to 
the trading class etc. Even though a lot of funds have 
been spent on the amelioration of the conditions of 
tribals, the benefits thereof have indirectly flown to 
the non-tribals in numerous ways, but largely due to the 
ignorance and simplicity of the tribal folk.

11.2. The tribals have a very rigid discipline, 
code of conduct and manner of social inter-course all
in seme way or the other having a religious sanctity. The 
virtuousness and righteousness are remarkable. The non- 
tribal even though living side by side with a tribal is 
somewhat different and not so virtuous or righteous 
either.

11.5. The differences in dress and' food are not
so marked though the non-tribal workers dress and food 
habits give an idea of their being economically slightly 
better off. The forest workers normally wear a small 
Dhoti or Lai goti, a Pagari (s.ort of turban) and sometim-; 
a Bandi (Jacket). In eastern districts they are very fox 
of deep blue, bluish-green and reddish-brown coloured 
dresses but are scantily clothed. The female workers 
wear rough coloured saris and a few of them occassionall.y 
a blouse. In western districts coloured ghanghiia or 
lahanga, chunri or rough sari are common dresses. 
Rajasthani labour wears very coloursd dresses; their lad.' 
wear a brassiere-cum-blouse, a printed coloured lahanga 
(sort of petti-coat) and a chunri. They are very fond of 
crude cr^ments, lac bangles and are extremely shabby 
though very hard-working. In some parts of Bastar, tribal 
women are v a sort of topless sari. The reasons for thei



being so scantily clothed are their poverty and a deep 
desire for acclimatization. Their desire to identify 
themselves with nature is overwhelming-. They put on 
nominal clothes only for modesty’s sake. Footwear is not 
very popular with the tribal labour in the eastern 
districts of the State. Those who put on any footwear, 
wear, shoes or chappals made of raw hide or chappals with 
rubber-tyre soles-. The Rajasthani labour (both male 
and female) likes to wear locally tanned leather shoes-.

11.4. The food of the forest workers is generally 
Jowar, Kodon, Kutki, Maize, Eajra, Mahua etc. Some are 
fond of meat, fish and game-birds etc-, but the main items 
are inferior foodgrains, jungle fruits etc. The foodgrain 
are generally frown on their own fields or obtained in 
lieu of something from the producers* The agricultural 
productivity being poor in hilly tracts, agriculture is 
not a very paying proposition, Seme, therefore, like to 
supplement their incomes by other sources-. Landless 
workers who do not have avenues of continued employment 
often have to live on edible fruits, seeds, roots etc* 
for days together. Their condition is worse during years 
drought. All of them are fond of toddy or locally 
brewed spirits/wines• Those who go for woik deep inside 
the forests like to wind up the evenings with toddy and 
dance and music.

11.5. Most of the forest workers own earthen
utensils. Some ofccurse own brass, phoc-1 or Kaskut 
utensils but such people are not generally many.

11.6. The tribal forest worker because of his poor 
income, rising expenditure an account of rise in prices 
and also on account of his tendency tc spend beyond his 
means on social functions like marriage, births, death- 
ceremonies etc. is often indebted. He also incurs debts 1 
investment in agriculture, e.g. pvrohasebf seed, bullock- 
etc. A recent study made by the Tribal Welfare Depsrtman 
of Madhya -•Pradesh shows the difference in average per 
capita annual income and per capita annual expenditure
in tribal areas in different parts of the State

Area/Zone. Per capita Per capita
inc ome 'expenditure.

Eastern
Western

143.8 
194 .6

Cent r
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The standard of living of tribais judged from their 
per capita expenditure was lowest in southern and 
eastern districts. The condition in Central Sone was 
certainly better than in the Western Zone. The extent 
and incidence of indebtedness is highest in Western 
Zone followed by Eastern and Central Zones. In the 
Southern Zone the tribal economy is not essentially 
deficit.

11.7. The tribal worker borrows not only for
consumption and festivities but for liquor also. The. 
money-lender is often the liquor vendor also. He may 
also be the village trader. They dupe ignorant tribais • 
by falsifying accounts and by charging very high 
rates of interest. The tribal is traditionally very 
honest and feels that he would not achieve salvation 
until his debts were paid off. So the custom of paying 
off father’s or grand*-f ather ’ s debts by sons or grand-scn 
continues. That is why he is given loans without ary 
security. This system of inherited indebtedness often 
leads to a sort of serfdom or bonded labour* The *Hali’ 
system, whereunder a person binds himself or his 
relatives or descendents to work (almost as slaves) 
for- the money-lender till manumission is obtained by 
paying off the debts with interest in full, is an 
example of such bonded serfdom in Madhya Iradesh.

-8. It would not be out of place to mention here 
that while giving foodgrains etc. on loan or selling 
foodgrains etc. to the tribal, the traders often use 
debased weights and while realising back or purchasing 
seeds or foodgrains a heavier weight is used* He is also 
duned in the matter of rates by the clever trader. Our 
purpose in pointing out these measures of ruthless 
exploitation is to emphasize the emergent need of 
protecting the tribal and other forest workers from 
such institutions so as to enable them to have a better 
living. The Tribal Welfare Dep artm en t ha s tried to end 
such exploitation of the tribal (through usurious loans) 
by setting up Debt Courts and enacting Debt Relief 

Legislation. Despite all this, the tribal honours his 
tradition and allows to be exploited by taese money-lende

....46...
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XII. Forest based Industries:

12.1. The role which forests play in the economic 
development of any country through their numerous 
major and minor produce (with a multiplicity of uses) 
is fairly well known. The past few years have witnessed 
a rrowth of forest based industries in the country as 
also in Madhya Pradesh. These industries have provided 
employment to a larre number of people in the State 
besides helping it to raise its revenues as also in earnin 
some foreign exchange through exports. Our purpose in 
introducing this subject in our report is to show 
the position of forest based industries vis-a-vis the 
forest worker. While there may not be much scope for 
the employment of forest labour in 1 arpe scale forest 
based industries, the potentialities of providing 
employment opportunities to a larpe number of forest 
labourers in small-scale and household industries/ 
crafts are considerable especially because of their' 
low capital requirements, and labour inrensiveness.
India is now already producing various types of Boards 
including ply -wood and fibre Board; Rayon and other 
staple fibres and has made considerable progress in the 
manufacture of Match sticks, paper, furniture, pencils, 
packing materials, Resins, turpentine and essential 
oils like sandal wood oil, palmrosa oil, euclyptus oil, 
tannis, sports poods, beats, battery separators and 
ammunition boxes, Railway sleepers and warons, celluphone 
etc. Amonr the industries based on minor forest produce, 
there can perhaps be no better money spinner than the 
”Bidi Industry". Lac and Katha industries are also pood 
money earners.

12.2. A perusal of Appendices IX,X and XI would
rive an idea of the industrial units, based on Forest 
products, reristered under the Indian Factories Act. 
The total number of reristered factories in each 
industry and the estimated average daily employment 
therein durinr 1966-67 was as follows:

No,of units. Estimated daily 
 employment,

1. Saw Mills
2. Manufacture of ply wood.
5. Furniture qandl/dhWal

wood working

1 . Taper

58
1

14

6

5195
180

64 9

2669 (exclu dim 

' -'iri ■L-"
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Bo. of units. Estimated daily 
employment.

5. Paper and straw Board
6. Lac
7. Matches

8. Ayurvedic Medicines
9. Bidi

7

12
2

196

1038
4 54 

55

190
9143

10.Other products 200

4 04 17,761

This is not all. There are a large number of small 
factories except in paper and straw Board manufacturing 
units which are not registered as factories but are 
engaged wholly in these industries. Its not possible 
for us at the moment to estimate the number of such 
unregistered units and the likely employment therein 
but the number of units would certainly not be less
than 2i times that of registered factor:es. Bidi industry 
alone ^ives employm ent to about 3 lakh workers.
12.3. There is still considerable scope for the 
development of industries based on forest produce.
What is needed is a little research in the field and 
simplification of the processing techniques and 
industrial organisation so that the tribal population 
can ret employment in these industries easily. The 
problem presently is that of providing employment 
opportunities all the year round to the forest labourers 
in and around their habitation which are located in 
wooded areas. This can be done by intensive development 
and exploitation of the forest resources, setting up 
adequate number of small and cottage indus tries training 
schools, providing for better educational facilities, 
riving incentives to tribals for sending their children 
to such schools and also motivating them through 
extension methods and other means to increase their 
earninrs through cottage industries or employment in 
forest based industries and also by giving a lead by 
establishing seme such industries in the forest areas.
In case Forest labour Cooperatives come forward to take 
to such industries the Cooperation Bepartment may extend 
technical,financial and managerial assistance to them.
We do not see any harm in even allowing individuals

r 4 O *
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developinr such industries with State assistance or 
in outsiders setting up such industries in forest areas 
with or without the help of the State Government. There 
are obvious advantages in it. There would be a 
development of forest based industries, be.tter utilisa
tion of major and minor produce locally and employment 
opportunities would be provided to the local population. 
Some of the industries which can be developed within and 
around the forests are

i) Wood seasoning and preservation;
ii) Saw mills;
iii )F.urniture and wood working;
iv) Basket and bamboo boxes, furnitur'e and mats;
v) Match industry;
vi) Straw board, plywood, insulation boards,hard boards, 

chip boards etc.
vii) Charcoal and charcoal briquettes;
viii ) Catechu;

ix) Bidi;
x) Wood working -manufacture of doors, windows and 

other frames, ammunition boxes, reeds, battery 
separators, electrical casings etc.

xi) Scales, slates, rules,tool handles, etc.
xii )1encils;
xiii) Hand paper from yrass, barks and pulp;
xiv) Fodder processing;
xV) Lac manufacture and lac products;
xvi) starch from tamarind and deseeding tamarind;
xvii) Rope making;
xviii)Distillation of alcohol from Mahua?
xix) Distillation of essential oils, etc.from Rusa, 

khus and other grasses, mahua etc-
xx ) Soap making from fatty oils;
xxi) I'rocessin^, preparation of sweets and confectioner 

from chironji and packing thereof;
xxii )Manuf acture of vineyar,pickles, jams, jellies et . 
xxiiiExtraction of tannins;
xxiv) Extraction of neem oil;

xxv) Conversion into dry ringer and turmeric;
xxvi )Manuf acture of colours from indipo;
xxvii)Cellulose
xxviii) Manufacture of Tassar and kosa cloth;
xxix) Collection, classification °nd packinrof herbs 

for preparation of medicines;
xxx) Teak veneers.
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This list is only exemplary end not exhaustive.
Industries for p-rass processing, fibre making from 
barks eto. can also be developed. Some minor forest 
produce can also be cultivated as an industry. There 
is a lot of scope in Madhya Pradesh for the development 
of such industries. These can provide 1 arre employment 
opportunities to the forest labourers when they are not 
en^-a^ed in forest operations. The initial responsibility 
of providing marketing facilities, should be that of the 
State. Forest labour cooperative societies can gradually 
take up/ these functions if they are developed enough 
to do so. We visualise a day when a few of the tribal 
forest workers would come forward to take' up production 
and marketing of such ^-oods from their own resources. 

Other Untapped sources of income?

15.1. The forest labourer can have other sources of 
side incomes besides the wape earned from forest opera
tions and collection of minor forest produce. Re can take 
to dairy, pisciculture, pippery and poultry farming, 
flayinp, leather tanninp and manufacture o'f leather 
roods, taxidermy etc. These can be extremely remunerative 
side trades. What is needed is that some body should 
show them the way, help them financially in takinp to sue 
side trades individually or through Forest labour 
cooperative societies and. in marketinr of their products. 
Necessary training and skill in the processing of product 
has to be imparted through simple methods. They have 
also to be motivated through extension methods to take
to such trades. It has to be explained, in their own 
way, and they have to be made to realize the advantages 
of takinp- to^such side occupations for bettering their 1

15.2. Besides, we would recommend continuous research 
(in the Forest, Industries and Tribal Welfare department; 
of the State) in new and better ways of utilising forest 
produce, development of new products, avenues of develop
ing new industries and trader 'based on forest resources 
and the resources of the tribals so that economic 
betterment of these economically backward and exploited 
people is not stagnated. Inter departmental rivalries 
must end and there should be properly coordinated Utilize 
tion of the researches cf these departments. For this
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purpose a Board consisting of the representatives
of these Departments (including Labour and Cooperation) 
can be set up.

Trade Un i on i sm ; -

14.1. Trade Unionism amongst the Forest labourers 
has till very recently been conspicuous by its absence 
in this State. Even after the registration'un der the 
TradeUnions Act of two Unions namely M.P.Forest Karamchari 
Sangh, Indore (Reg.No.910) on September ,4 ,1967 and 
Vangram Mazdoor Sangh (East Nimar), Chandani (Reg.No,978) 
on January 5,1968 with memberships of 50 and 26 respective 

there is hardly any evidence of the realization of the 
advantages of unionisation amongst the large mass of 
forest labourers in this State. The extent to which even 
these two unions are able to function effectively can be 
judged only after these unions have worked for sometime,

14.2. The main reasons for the lack of trade unionism 
amongst forest labourers are

(i) Illiteracy, ignorance and indifference of 
the tribal forest workers;

/

(ii) Non-existence of a decasualised or regular 
forest labour force;

(fii) Instability of employment due to shifting work 
loc ation s;

(iv) Remoteness and lack of easy accessibility of 
work areas and forest villages making them 
less vulnerable to the politicians and 
professional trade union leaders.

14.5. There have been sane instances of the support 
of political workers being available to the forest workers 
in some areas especially in Durg and Raipur districts 
in the East and Khandwa and Khargone districts in the 
v©'t. Refusal to go compulsorily for work when called 
on some pretext or the other, asking for permanent termm 
rights on reserved forest land are some of the things, 
the tribal forest worker has been incited tc do in recent 
years. But there has been an absence of concerted action 
or approach by forest labourers.

14.4. There has been practically no growth of leader
ship amongst such workers from wi thin their ranks and 
outside leaders have not found it profitable for themsel
ves to work for the amelioration of the conditions of

and.
such unorganised/ignorant masses. The village headman, 
Muko^ar.g or ~'atel through wh^w local labour is often
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employed is usually respected by the fellow workers
and he is very often the spokesman of the la bourers in
dealing with contractors and officials etc. There has
been little evidence of the headman committing anythin^
on behalf of his co-villapers without consulting them. 
ET'TfT'OYERS' ORGANISATIONS:
15.1. There is a small number of .organisations
of ntract.ors en^a^ed in the exploitation of Forests. 
Some important organisations exist at Indore, Sarar, 
Raipur and Jabalpur. These organisations have been 
organised more with a view to wresting ccn tracts on 
more favourable terms from the State Government and 
far the combined rep rese ntation of matters of their 
interest to the Government. There has been little 
evidence of these organisations indulrinr directly 
into activities detrimental to the interests of the 
forest labourers even though doubts have been expressed 
in certain quarters about their secretly deciding 
Ar-ainst payinr ware rates higher than those fixed 
by the association to the forest workers.

Industrial Relations

16.1. The relations between the forest labourers and 
their employees are widely different from the relations 
obtaining between the workers and management in 
industrial organisations. Such relations on forest works 
are more on person-to-person basis and more personalized 
than in the factory situation. Lack of organisation 
amcnrst the tribal and non-tribal forest woikers has 
helped the forest contractors especially to maintain the 
primitive type of relations between the master and
the servants. Such relations have existed since lonp 
despite several malpractices indulged into by the 
forest contractors largely because of the lack of 
employment opportunities to forest workers in the State. 
Even though the most considerate forest contractor has 
only thought of tnaximisinp f,’i3 profits in all possible 
ways., no case of strike or concerted action or demonstra
tion hps come to oun notice. It irirbt be due to an 
awe of the forest official, the need for employment 
opportunities or for any other reason. The forest worker
approach has yenerally been of humble submissiveness 

or mute non-cooperation. It was rarely marked with viola

• ♦ • • . • •
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16.2. The channels of ventilating grievances open to 
forest'workers, engaged in departmental works are 
appeals to higher authorities (than the I'oiest Ranger) 
who go largely by the reports of their sub-ordinates 
in such matters, almost invariably to the disadvantage 
of the person going in such appeals. There are fewer 
channels of appeal against the decisions of the 
contractors and no labour laws which can secure 
justice to the workers. It appears th^t wherever there 
is an unholy alliance between the contractors and lower 
forest officials there are many complaints about the 
denial of the legitimate claims of the labourers.

16,5. There has been no evidence of any sort of
collective baraainino by the local forest wor't'ers and very 
little by the Rajasthan or Orissa labour which migrates 
into Madhya i'radesh seasonally for Catechu making and 
charcoal burning. Even in these cases the employers have 
an upper hand if there is the slightest evidence of 
mere labour being available during a particular season.
In times of scarcity or droughts etc. the helplessness 
of the labourer is taken advantage of in Keeping the wage 
rates effectively low by supplying rations and salt etc. 
at above fair prices.

16.4. Unfortunately the existing labour laws are
not applicable to the forest labourers in this State and 
the lack of trade unionism amongst them prevents their 
putting up a united front against the injustices frequentl; 
perpetrated on them. Their illiteracy ignorance, simplicit; 
poverty and submissiveness perhaps comes in the way of 
their securing justice or oven infroioinr their grienvanecs 
and seeking redress. Obviously something needs to he done 
to remedy it.

Productivity
17.1. The question of increasing the productivity
of forest labour has received little attention so far :n 
Madhya Pradesh largely for the following reasons

i) Non-existence of a decasualised forest 
labour force in the State;

ii) Non-adoption of modern scientific techniques 
for exploitation of the forest resources 
especially in felling, logging, sawing etc.

• • • > j. .
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ii) Non-existence of any organ ised training 
facilities for forest labour;

iv) Absence of fixation of any norms of 
productivity and efficiency; and

v) Absence of incentives.

17.2. It is universally agreed that intensive
training is one of the most important factor in productivi 
^he labour en^aved for exploitation of forests by the 
contractors, quasi-C-overnmen t bodies etc. . basically lacks 
any scientific training in the job he is engaged to carry 
out. The labourers learn by observation and by imitating 
the methods used by fellow workers in felling, logging, 
de-barking, charcoal and catechu making etc. In due 
course they gain expertise and become skilled hands.
The forest workers are usually indifferent to new techni
ques and their illiteracy adds to their indifference; it 
needs hardly be added that better exploitation of 
forests is possible by giving training to those who may 
appear to be belonging to the permanent forest labour 

force. Existence of a decasualised forest labour force 
would no doubt be a distinct advantage as far as better 
exploitation of forests is concerned for it would be 
easier to train such a force. The efficiency and
productivity of forest workers engaged in afforestation, 
rehabilitation of forests and conservation, of wild life 
can also be improved by imparting proper training to the 
workers besides ensuring congenial working conditions, 
good wages, etc.

17.3. Forest operations in the onesent stage of
forestry and under the existing practices and systems cl 
forest management followed in India are generally labour 
intensive and would probably continue to be so for a few 
more decades to come till the country becomes more 
industrialized and takes to mechanized exploitation of 
forests. Nevertheless, the need for imparting training v 
a view to increasing the productivity of forest workers 
or improving upon their efficiency cannot be discounted 
in the existing situation also.
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THE HOLE OF FOREST LABOUR COOPERATIVE SOCIETIES^

18.1 . The Forest Labour Cooperative Societies are 

perhaps the outcome of Shri D. Symington’ s report on 

the ’Conditions of Adivasis in Bombay State.’ The first 

such society was set up in that State in 1946-47 and 

despite the ignorance, illiteracy and backwardness of 

the tribals, the societies were fairly successful. The . 

credit for their success goes not only to Shri B.G.Kher, 

eminent social workers like Thakkar Bapa and social 

welfare agencies as the Adivasi Sex-^a M-ndal and Bhil 

Sewa Mandal (which conducted classes for the tribals in 

running labour cooperative societies and in numerous 

other ways) but also to the efforts mdd^ b;> the govern

ment officials. Encouraged by the initial successes JT 

this movement, planners and policy makers started 

recommending the organisation of such societies. For 

example, paragraph 32 of the Rational prrest Polic’,1p52 

laid down as follows:

’’Intermediar ies x^io exploit both the forests 
and local labour for their o~;" benefit may 
with advantage be supplanted gradually bv 
Forest Labour Cooperative societies 'hich 
may be formed to suit local conditions. Once 
the local population learns to look upon the 
ro?est as a means of its livelihood a great 
step forx^ard will have been taken,”

and the Central Board of Forestry recommended early in 

1965 ’’the replacement of contractors by Forest Labour 

Cooperative societies.’’

IS*2 Before we proceed to examine the experience ..

Madhya Pradesh with the function; ;oct' it

would be desirable to consider brief!’' the pre-tenuis it

• * t
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of success of Forest Labour Cooperative soc„?'^- The 

first pre_requisite is that the forest worker must be 

convinced of the utility of organising such societies*

Both social workers and government officials have a 

major role to play in making the forest worker realize 

its importance and necessity for his own benefit. Once 

he is convinced, the urge for cooperation (another pre* 

requisite for success) would not be lacking- The govern

ment official has to shed the authoritarian approach to 

the suspecting tribal mind. He should explain, demons*'" a t -e 

and then urge them to organise themselves into such 

societies* He should watch closely the responses of th ? 

tribals to such suggestions and programmes so that fur’^e; 

approaches to the problem are cautiously and correctly 

made. The tribal has a keen sense of cooper* + ?. ,h? V

should not be difficult to mabe him take advantage of that 

instinct. Besides these, if the State has a broad ba‘sc-d 

cooperative organisation, can provide enough funds, 

managerial assistance, adequate training pcd marketing 

facilities and also help these societies in the initial 

stages from unfair competition from contr?-n ge4 fix-' 

leases for exploitation of forests etc., the succ ss o' 

the Forest' Labour Cooperative societies would jssur-% 

Further programmes for the expansion of the m ve- -nr 

should, however, be Carefully planned, ph?-?.' aid exhorted, 

the key to success would eventually lie in the entbusi’im 

of the worker-members and adequate and proper guidance 

atleast in the initial stages. They should be guv 3e ’ o 

shouldering all responsibilities in g; h.,rly

as possible,,
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1S«3 The Forest1 Labour Cooperative Societies h .-v^ to be 

got registered under the cooperative legislation for 

qualifying for financial* managerial and othe^ -Facilities 

afforded by the State, As far as possible, they should 

have only forest workers living within a Forest Village 

or a cluster thereof. Once these societies get going the; 

can be further organised into District or Divisional. 

Federations of Forest Labour Cooperative societies, these 

Federations can help the member societies in managing 

th.eir affairs, maintenance of their accounts, getting 

coupes allotted, take up their problems with the gove: :~ 

ment or other bodies through the apex institution, it can 

also train and thus create a group of accountants, 

-secretaries, formulate and also implement labour welf -re 

programmes which may, when the movement is hw’-’-p mdvartCed, 

include opening of schools, hospitals etc. for the benefit 

of the members of the member societies. The Feder- rion may 

for its guidance have not only the elected repress " "Ives 

of the member societies but also leading ^^i^i -.reive'S an 

even nominees of the government. It should only be ee -u id 

that the contractors, money-lenders, village Trader'; eili 

are not allowed to enter this organisation and m? ou*ret
things to their advantage.

1S.4 At the State level an apex body of <?u ~ed- r-arion« 

can be formed to help promote Fore^t Labour F oopo: a+i re 

societies in Forest areas, act as an apex marke^in-- 

organisation and help the member federations ano m clr 

members in all possible ways Including loans for coio-e 

working expenses, setting up industrial ^n’-'o b?~ed :n

forest produce etc, They may draw funds from diffe ent
*

* v ■ \■ ** •- ---• 7 *
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departments of government, State Cooperative B(/ 

and other institutions. Initially all the primary 

forest Labour Cooperative societies/ their District 

Federations and Apex State Federation will have to be 

provided managerial and financial assistance (even for 

working capital) till they are in a position to have 

their own men and/or train them adequately.

18.5. Scheduled Tribes Cooperative Finance and

Development Corporation in Andhra Pradesh formed in 

1956 was such an apex organisation which did valuable 

work in this direction. The Scheduled Areas and Scheduled 

Tribes Commission had the following to recommend to other 

States:

” For the purposes of obtaining labour cf 
right type for forest operations, the 
tribals residing in and around the foresee 
be organised into permanent labour corps*

n For the purposes of mobilising the labour 
and its economic and efficient use and for 
the purpose of increasing the tribals1 will, 
skill and resources of income, the forest 
department should assist in organising Forest 
Labourers Cooperative societies. A period 
should be fixed to cover the entire forest

ea with such societies and all work should 
be entrusted to them; and

” with a view to consolidate and develop the 
economy of the tribals, particularly in 
relation to purchase of minor forest produc , 
with a view to supply the requirements of th ? 
members of the Scheduled Tribes to undertake 
activities such as processing and grading fcr 
the benefit of the tribals to discharge pric r 
debts and to act as agents of the government 
for procurement, supply and distribution of 
agricultural and other produce and generall; 
for the promotion of the economic interest -cl • 
the social welfare of members of the schedul 
Tribes, the State government should organise 
cooperative finance and development corporate rr 
on the model of the Andhr-p Scheduled Trib s 
Cooperative Finance and Development Gw-v wi-: n,

0 <■ •
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subject to such modifications as the 
circumstances may require. The entire 
tribal areas can only thus be covered by 
primary cooperatives functioning as agents.”

(Paragraph 12.61 -b _vi to Va 

18.6. The Tribal Welfare Department of the govern *• 

of Madhya Pradesh organised Madhya Pradesh State Tribal 

Cooperative Development Society on March 26,1960. This 

society actually commenced business in 1962-63 and was 

converted into a Corporation Called M.P.State Tribal 

Cooperative Development Corporation in 1964-65. The 

declared objects of the Corporation, among other thing*.

wore :

” 1/ To supervise, assist, provide technical .
guidance to and develop the business 
of forest labour cooperative societies, 
multipurpose cooperative societies and 
other cooperative societies function: 0 
f 3r the benefit of the tribal people an 
to control, coordinate and consolidate 
their activities;

“ ii/ to enter into all kinds of contracts ?ti 
transactions relating to major and riar 
forest produce with a view to the gr-_/- 1
elimination of middle-men and thus eosu.3 
fair wages and fair share in pro! its t _> 
tribal workers;

’’ iii/ to purchase agricultural produce and
market such produce to the best advent-,. -•

” x/ to provide facilities for training i:
cooperative organisation and to gr^nt
such facilities, ............ .. as woulc
directly or indirectly help the cooper-' i 
movement among tribal people in general?

” xi/ to undertake development work r?l^iu 
to tribes

18.7. This Corporation started discharging 'ese

functions by 1/ Setting up processing units 0. • 
saw mills, oil expelling uni:. , 
cateehu manufacturing units, rice 
mills etc. in tribal areas*
giving loans for productive as also 
non-productive purposes through tne 
Forest Labour Cooperative Societies*

« • •
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iii/ working of various types of coupes and 
handling minor forest produce*

iv/ Malik -Makbuza timber in partnership 
with the Forest Labour Cooperative 
Societies.

The C orporation, it is stated, conduct 4ts business 

through 16 branches located at Sgrguja, Bgstgr, Durg, 

Raigarh, Bilaspur, Chhindwata, Raipur, Char, Jhgbua, 

Khargone, Morena, Shahdol, Betul, Handle, Seoni and 

Guna.Sach branch has a District Committee of Uiich 

the Collector is the chairman^ This commit* ee actually 

supervises the working of the cooneratives -Multi-purpose 

cooperative societies and Forest Labour Cooperative soCie 

ties<

18.8. The Corporation also claims to have set up two

Training Institutes for the training of managers. It 

h-ns been claimed that with the discharge of these 

functions by the Madhya Pradesh Tribal oope: at 

Development Corporation the forest worker is in a better- 

position than earlier. It is claimed that he gets better- 

value for the produce collected by him, better-wages 

for the work done, better avanues for marketing his 

agricultural produce and there emplovment

opportunities for all Forest Workers in forest-based 

Industries and to khairuas. . All this is being done

on ”no-profit no-loss” basis with a view to giving 

maximum return to the forest worker or the tribal for 

his labour or produce etc.

18.9. Since the establishment of fores* labour

cooperative societies and taking of a few forest 

contracts by the Madhya pradosh ive

Development Corporation there has been a shift in "he

....6O..>..
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established practices of not providing any welfare ' t,
k £•

measures to the ;Xt Is a ^ci-cpx^ step fit tie

Isbenr irexli rteM , b^urfit Iren th--. mea•■ • * ■*' ■ • " *./■' - •'•• . . ■’
intern by thin cerpo; atirj|« Th< .... .. .♦

said Corporation has been trying to give some facili

ties for making, the work more remunerative, and less 

•painful, "he following table shows the facilities

given by the Madhya Pradesh Tribal Co-operative 

Development Corporation and contractors in forest areas

Benefits given by the M.P.T.C. 
Development Corporation.

Benefits given by C ont r act or s>

1, Free medical aid. j.No medical aid.

2. There is a provision for 
giving incentives to members 
of Tribal Forest labour 
Co-operative societies by way 
of dividends out of profits 
earned by the societies^
The members are helped to 
raise the share Capita! 
of such societies by 
advancing money for the 
purpose and recovering it 
gradually.

3, Better hutments are provided.

4. Free medicines in case of 
illness are provided and a 
health visitor makes regular 
visits.

5. Fair Price consumers shops a 
provided and foodgrains and 
other bare necessities are 
tried to be provided at 
reasonable rates to workers

(whether tribals or not) as 
near the place of work as 
possible.

I

2,No such societies are helped to 
be formed as far as possible th 
services of such societies are 
not utilised.

3 .Hutments or shanties arc some
times provided. Normally they 
are erected by the workers 
themselves.

4~Bssent'ia*1 ^edicines like
paludrin or A^pro art. somoti" 3 
given.

5.During the scarcity, efforts 
were in some cases made to 
provide foodgrains and salt 
at no profit no loss b^sis 
but regular fair price shops 
were not provided'.. '

6. Radio listening facilities 
are being provided at work
sites.

6 .The workers sometimes get the 
benefit of listening to a song 
or tune on the contractors 
transistor if he rianpens t 0 
st ay th ere over-, night.

. .. .61 .. „.
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Benefits given by the M.P.T.C* Benefits given by Contract or s. 
Development Corporation* . -

**4- *'
(1)

* - i
(2)

7, Drinking water facilities 
are provided.•

7. Drinking water-facilities are 
' provided if possible otherwise

the workers bring their own 
drinking water.

8« No such incentive wage or 
bonus is given.

8. Incentive wage is given as a 
percentage of the total wage 
earned (5-10$) depending upon 
the quality of work and 
expected profits. Its a sort 
of bonus given to worker- 
members.

0. Training facilities to ?>. No such facilities are given.
Supervisors and persons in 
skilled trades are provided.

10. Paid national holidays are given
in some cases. 10» No paid national holidays a 

given.- .. ....

19.10.The Madhya Pradesh Tribal Cooperative Development

Corporation has been, however, facing certain p? oyle™s

due to which its efforts have not been so extensively ♦
successful as -they should have been. The problems 
according to the Corporation are ’

i/ the delay in granting of Forest contract^

ii/ Forest leases are not given for long tar-s« ant
iii/ Forest Department does not give them coupe 

leases on concessional rates etc..

It is also possible that the C o^por at ion.1 s efforts 

in helping to boost the economy of the tribal workers 

by paying them higher rates of wages or higher prize for 

minor produce may not have been as successful in achizr 

the objectives as envisaged on account of some allegation- 

of corruption against collection agents (referred to in 

an earlier paragraph). The Corporat Ion w°s also hanlicacpen 

for want of experienced personnel. Nnverthet-os Ito 

objectives and efforts are commendable.

« • 6 2
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18.11 *The Forest Labour Cooperative societies on whifcr 

the Corporation’s success depends to a considerable 

extent^ have also not made much headway in the State* 

During the year 1966_67, the number of such societies 

registered with the Registrar of Cooperative Societies, 

Madhya Pradesh was 285 with a membership of 14, 450 in 

Tribal afeas and 46 with a membership of 1 $ 590 in iVoru 

Tribal areas. Appendix XV gives the distribution of* these 

societies in the State. These figures are not indicative 

of a satisfactory development of the cooperative 

movement in the Forest areas. The reasons are basically 

nocufulfilraent of the pre-requisites for ’the successi
of such institutions* another f actor is that the forest 

people are yet to realise the advantages of such cooper a- 

tion. There is little cooperation between Forest and 

Tribal Welfare Departments. Policy decisions at the 

highest levels are needed to solve their tangles.

18.12. There is a need for eliminating the middleman

or the contractor, The profits accruing a handful

of persons can flow through the Foresr Labour Cooperative

Societies to a large number of forest workers in '.his 
d o neState also. Maharashtra and Gujarat have / fair" ’ ~;ood 

work in this direction. Efforts have, however, to be 

made to see that these cooperative societies do not 

become arenas of political activities as it now being 

experienced in some States*

18.13* Besides the need for a strong Forest Eabrur 

Cooperative movement there is also a need for entrusting 

the Forest Ls’-our Cooperative societies with the folio ri i,

.. ..63..
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functions

1/ Exploitation, afforestation, regeneration and 
protection of forests and development of 
industrial units for the processing of forest 
produce in forests^

. ii/ promoting cottage industries*

iii/ arranging for the education and preliminary 
training of the members and their children 
in Silviculture and processing etc. with the 
help of Government Departments or Social 
Welfare institutions*

These would go a long, way in removing seasonal
* ’ » ' '

unemployment amongst forest workers.

different departments of the government 

have a.mAjor role to play in the success of this 

movement* For example the Cooperation Department
I

• an help by providing trainin’ facilities in the«#•
art of management, accounting- etc; The Forest

Department can provide training facilities through 

theF,L*C.S. in protection and development of forests 

and their scientific exploitation. The Tri'H-.~l /elf are 

Department can tun courses of short duration in tribal 

custom, culture, dialect etc, fo^ the newly recruited 

forest officials so that they can understand the 

problems of forest labourers with facility. The s-ctal 

welf are organisations can help in bringing a’ out cul. jr al 

and social uplift of these workers. It would ultimately 

lead to their economic uplift.

18.15. .We would go a step forward and recommend 

that the agricultural land in Forest villages m.^y be 

given to the Forest Labour Cooperative Societies as 

State Farms on lease for cultivation also. The society 

may also develop the land, irr igat ion f ac ilit ies etc. *-id 

the help of the Forest and other Departments and with its

• • • i 6 4 .
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own resources. Th e benefit of the proceeds cgn be

shared by all members equitably,

18.16*Further, if the employment opportunities available/ 

likely to be created in the fields of forestry, agricultur 

industry, piggery, dairy and poultry farming etc. could be 

so co-ordinated and dovetailed as to provide employment 

opportunities to the f .rest workers throughout the year 

in or around forest-?,. abour could become decasualised 

and most of the many j. 'Oblems of Forest Labour could be 

solved*- Our opti ism has to be cautious and, as stated 

earlier, it would be necessary to watch very closely the 

responses of all forest workers (tribals and non_tribal? 

alike) and their societies to such programmes. It would bt 

equally necessary to ensure th -t the vested interests of 

the exploiting elements are gradually nullified and that 

the forest worker does not become complacent because of 

•ontinuous patronage. The Forest Labour Cooperative 

societies should function freely and effectively on 

their own strangle.

£oj&Jll&ions.L

19. T.- Ve-have surveyed briefly the ^ole gamut of

Forest Labour in Madhya Pradesh. The conclusions are 

obvious. Forest labour has been exploited by the contractors 

all these years because of his poverty, honesty,

simplicity,, ignorance and illiteracy and also because 

of want of employment opportunities. is conditions of 

work and living need to be improved. He has to be 

assured of a mi hmum wage and reasonable .returns for 

his labour - be it on forest operations or for the 

minor forest pr^juce collected by him, Equally important

,6 5....
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is to assure him avenues of employment throughout 

the year* There : 3 also a need for protecting birr

from other harmfi L laments 

and the middlemen,

1C.2. There appea ’ to be, 

only two ways out

especially the contractors

in the existing conditions,

(i) Nationalisation of all operations 
connected with the exploitation of 
forests and trade in major and 
minor f crest produce; and

(ii) The Forest Labourers should be trained 
and equipped to organise themselves into 
Forest Labour Cooperative Societies 
through T^hich they can ensure their 
economic uplift.

An experiment has been made with nationalisation 

of Tendu Patta in this State and the results have been 

ewrouraging enough- The scheme is briefly described 

in appendix XV1I.L, There are certain operational 

difficulties in +he nationalisation of other items 

which have also been indicated in the note. Besides 

these, the major difficulty is th^t na+ionrlised 

undertakings are net allowed to function as commercial 

undertakings but as Governme nt Offices., the man ^o 

manages the show is not allowed to take spot decisions^ 

efficiency is x -tber -rewarded not in-efficiency deplored, 

and the government official is always inclined to have 

an authoritarian approach which does net succeed in tusi-.-c 

There are numerous other difficulties in public sector- 

undertakings which need to be examined in detail.

....66 ..
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10*44 The other alternative is that of having g 

decasualised labour forde and • eliminat ing the 

middle-man through the Forest labour Cooperative 

Societies* We have seen in the chapter on Forest 

Labour Cooperative Societies the manner in which such 

societies can b- utilised to the fullest advantage
LV

of the forest worker, There can be^h-gppy blending 

of both the remedies viz. nationalization of forest 

operations and raf a and Foro.at Labour Cooperative 

societies - the so . ieties* .ac tong as agents of the 

Forest Department for the purpose at the different 

levels - to the advantage of the worker., people and 

the St ate.

-----0O0-----





APPENDIX - J
Statement showing the total Land area, Area under Forests and per Cap'La 

Forest Area in India (1964-65)

State/Un ion 
Territory

I Land L forest Area Poop hectares^
( area $ fceser-(Protect(Unclass( {Perce 

(utage 
{to all
{India. 
J....

(Percent- {Mid-Year (Density (Per Capita
(Forest

area
((hectares)
I

JL

(age of 
(Forest 
(area to 
(Land Area
V
it

(populat- (of popu- 
iion(1965) Ration 
((’000 ((per
(persons) (thousand
5 (hectares)

{ (’000s ved, 
i hect-i

$ ed ( ed $ Total
5 I
5 I
it i

i
i*. Jt

{ ares 
i

i
J

1. — -. JL 2 J 3 i .4 i 5 J 6 L 2 j a J 9 1 3ft i 11 ....
I STATS

1.Andhra Pradesh 27,524 4,090 1,991 369 6,450 3.9 23.4 39,101 1,420 0.16
2.Assam 12,197 1,616 1 850 2,467 3.4 20.2 13,450 1,102 0.18
3. Bihar 17,401 411 2,585 147 3,143 4.3 18.1 51,280 2,946 0.06
4. Gujarat ... IS, 709 6 54 213 999 1,866 2.6 10.0 23,197 1,239 0.08
5.Jammu & Kashmir 22,287 ** ** 2,108 2,108 a.9 9.5 3,781 169 0.56
6 • Kerala • e 3,887 « 898 - 155 1,053 1.5 27.1 18,823 4,842 0.06
7.Madhya Pradesh 44i346 7±97fi 9,030 105 17,111 23.5 38.6 36,027 812 0.47
S.Madras 12,907 1,724 383 115 2,222 3.0 17.1 36,233 2,788 0-.06
9.Mahara shtra .. 30,727 4,015 1,693 614 6,322 8.7 20.6 44,175 1,437 ; 0-. 14

10.My sore 19,176 2,912 569 41 3, 522 4.8 18.4 25,061 1, 359 0.14
11. Nagaland 1,649 30 52 381 263 0.4 15.9 397 240 0.66
12* Orissa 15,586 2,359 644 3,813 6.816 9.3 43.7 19,302 1,238 0c35
13c Punjah(composlte) 12,201 61 15 421 303 1,78 5 2,4 14.6 23,172 1,899 0.08
14. Rajasthan .. 34,227 1,099 1,823 921 3,848 5.3 lie 2 22,818 666 0.17
15.Uttar Pradesh 29,43C 2,476 189 1,999 4,664 6.4 15.8 31,161 2,757 0.06
16.lest Bengal. e 8,767 700 410 71 1,181 1.6 13.5 39,237 4,475 0.03

STATE TOTALi-3, 11,117 31,021 21,009 12,791 64,821 89.0 20.8 4,78,215 1,537 0.14



I

1 2 3 4£6 2.9 3C 11

II UEIOR TERR ITO IBS

1. Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands

829 244 302 — 606 0.8 73 1 76 91 7.97

2. Delhi • • 148 1 1 s 5 Neg. 3.4 3,297 22,277 • »

3. Goa, Daman & Diu 373 105 - - 105 0.1 28.1 655 1,756 6.16

4. Himachal Pradesh 
( erstwhile)

2,820 151 99C 144 1,245 1,7 44.1 1, 499 529 0.83

5. Manipur ♦ • 2,235 ;53 158 388 599 0.8 26.8 918 410 0.65

c. R.E.F. Agency •. 8,143 925 - 3,937 4,8€2 6.7 59.7 AC OO» o 44 13.43

7. Tripura • • 1,045 412 223 - 635 0.9 60.8 1,300 1,244 0.49

ALL INDIA • • 3, 26,809* 32,912 22,703 17,203 72,878 100.0 22.3 4,86,811* 1,489* 0.15

* Includes information In respect of Pondicherry and Karlkal, 
Laecadlve, Mlnlcoy and Amlndlve Islands and Badar and Nagar 
Eh veil where no forest area exists,

** The legal classification on Forests m vogue in the State Is 
demarcated, partially demarcated and Undemarcated. For total 
adjustments entire figure has been shown under "Unclassed0.

Source: 1 Fore st St a 11 st 1c sT ~
Issued by Central Forestery 
Commission (Forestry Statistical 
Cell), Ministry of Food, 
Agriculture, C.B. and Cooperation, 
Govt, of India . 1967,.



hPFSNDIZ- XI
Statement showing the Forest Area by legal i tatus Clrele-vqse/Blvision-wise la m. P. 

Forest Area by legal Status Area (sq.;km?)

s.'.e jt-’’ame o_ ciie £ Name of the $ lies.rveu
o.Merest Glrcle $ Forest Division { Forest s. 
1 * g______ E_______ S_________ 1__ 4____Z

J r?ot< jted 
$ Forest
i_____

1.

c< c*

3.

Raipur Clrcl„ 1. Raipur South 2004.89 247.03 - 2251.92
o * Palpur Fast 22.84 2469,95 270,81 2763-60
3. Raipur North 1327.14 1429.86 - 2757.00
4. Curg North 1317, 35 1450.74 - 2763.09
5. Durg South 653.97 1706.32 - 2360.29

Total:- 5326.19 7303.90 270.81 32900.90

Ba star oireie 6* Ba star North
1

1677.67 j 3130.07 w*» 4813,74
7. Ba star Sbuth 2344.33! 3336.98 - 4331.31
8. Ba star East 2095.02 2061. 53 aw 4156,55
9c East aWest 2618,51 8216.30 t 5334 .90

ID. Kanker 1315.9C 2513.64 3329.54

Totals- 9951.43 32334.61 * 22316.04

Blla spur 11. Ra lgarh 1732.99 1811.01 3544.00
12. Ja shpur U92.3C 3813.57 - 2915.95
13. Blla spur 1273.40 751.69 • - 2125.09
14. Blla spur North 58.35 5800. ID 5856.45

Total:- 4267.12 30176.37 14443.49



1 2 3

-: 2 :

4 1
4. Gentrai Circle 15. Damoh 2040.87

16. Jabalpur 844.34
17. Manila North 1763.81
10* Manila Sorta 3.20,23 
19. Narslmghapur e>56.82

Total;- 85^6,07

5. la ghat ” 20. Bala ghat North 1647.24
2 1< Ba la gha t Sou t h 99713

\ 22. Chhln dwara Fast 395,8 5 
’ 23.Chhindwara South 897^9

24. Chhlndwara west 421.78
25. Seoul North 1306.16
26. Seoul South 996.89

6, Bhopal ” 27.
28 ,
29.
30.

7. Hoshangabad »» 31.
32.
33. 

'34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

To tai; 6462«7 o

Bhopal East 1203.4?
Bhonal West 1546 64
haiscn 1080.36
& ga r .. 1916,08

Total;- 8551,55

Betul North 1245.90
Betul South 906.71
Betul west 874.51
Iferda .. 982.90
Ho sha n ga ba d 1500.90
Khandwa North ■»
Khandwa South ft*
Nepa .. 289.43

Total?,. 5798.35

6

1074 ,93 
lz±73„ Z1 
75^-70 
664,31.
1 J / 0 O-j

JR*

1-M

3115.80 
2318.05 
2418.51 
3884,54 
1384.1?

4595.00 W-* 13121.07

1186.22 2233.46
1183,05 2 _l80 .78
1233 72 •*- 1688.67
385.62 - 1283.31

1473,24 - 1895.02
363.79 ft* 1469.95
490.41 •* 1487.30

■j 37 <j 0 ( 8 - 12838.49

904.47 150,79 2368 c73
848.66 143, 22 2558,57
973.74 717.43 2771. 53
843.43 15.33 2774.84

3875,30 1026.77 10453.62

270.40 - 1514.30
774.67 - 1691.38
444.9c - 1319.47
442.58 - 1425.48
753.69 39.63 2294c22

1740.50 195.55 1936.05
2304.06 212c 12 2516.18

** - 289.43
C73; 8< 32976,51



2 2
8. Indore Circle

3, Gwalior ”

j

20 • ftewa n

11# Shahdol "

*• 3 1
3 t£ 5 6 7

39. Indore • • 2481.37 1376.30 3857.67
40. Dewa s . • 1861. 35 653.66 - 2515-01
41. Dhar € 754.41 976.20 - 1730.61
42n Khargone Ba st 2744.49 38.41 - 2782.90
43. Jhabua • I 635.98 1615.09 - 22 51c 07
4.4» Kha;gons(Wc at) 227'/ 46 259 CO 51.80 2S38.26

Total:- • • 107 55.06 4918.66 51.80 15725.52
45« Guna 9 • 1345.53 2940.17 - 4285.70
46. Gwalior • • 1102.56 1026.44 - 2129.00
47. Sheppur • . 3266.58 369 5.28 28.31 6980.07
48. Shlvpurl 2837.42 4351.28 - 6188.70
49. Tlkamgarh ♦ • - 309 5.38 - 309 5.38

Total:- • • 7 552.09 15108.45 18.31 22678.85

50. Chhatarpur . • 14.30 2676.71 2691.01
51. Panna North 2937.08 - 29 37.08
52. Fhnna South - 2675.18 - 2675,, 28
53. hewa • • 935.77 2398.34 - 333S.ll
54. Sidhl Bast • • 1409.22 772.88 - 2182.10
55. Sidhl west « • 1375.83 1375.83 528.49 3280.IS

Total:- 0 • 37 33.12 128 21.02 528.49 1609 ? *6 0

56. Sirguja North 1344.83 1780.50 1293.58 4428.91
57o Surguja South 550. OG 1709.61 1575.06 3834.75
58. Korea west 1062.32 9 30.92 - 1993.24
59. Korea East 924.37 1035.27 BH 29 59.64
€0. Umarla (Changbh-

akar) 1176.19 940> 32 - 2116.52
61. Shahdol North 1616.73 1136.33 2753.02
62. Qiahdol Sauth 1035.12 1321.96 - 2357.08

Total:- 7709.62 8854.94 2868.64 29433.20

Grand Total 75933.36 91839.84 5222.12 172985.32

•?» Chip?' 9O r .serve tor ... , 1 
•*. < 4. — •
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APPENDIX -HI

Statement showing the distribution of Scheduled Tribes 
Population in M.P.

1961

District I Total I Scheduled $ Percentage o'*
^populations tribes ^scheduled tribes 
S Spopulationito total

f (population
L1L  I (2)f ... 13) -5 LAl

I BHOPAL DIVISION 3. 877,034 336, 307 8.67

1. letul 560,412 179,739 32.07
2. Hoshangabad 618,293 46, 136 7.46
3. Ba Isen .. 411,426 57,837 14.06
4. Bajgarh 516,871 979 0.19
5. Sehore .. 754,684 30, 348 4.02
6. Shajapur •• 526,135 45 0.01
7. Vidisha 489,213 21, 223 4.34

II BUA SPUR DIVISION 4,099,757 1,421, 316 34.67

1. Bllaspur .. 2,021,793 367,092 18.16
2. Baigarh 1,041,226 477,936 45.90
3. SUrguja .. 1,0 36,738 576,288 55.59

III GWALIOR LIVI5I0K 3,436,639 153,773 4.47

1. Bhmd 641,169 477 0.07
2. Da t la 200,467 2,48 3 1.24
3. CUna 595,825 42,657 7.16
4. Gwalior .. 657,876 13, 534 2.06
5. Morena 78 3, 348 39,973 5.10
6. Shivpurl 557,954 54,649 9.79

IV INDIES ©IVI SION 5,931,593 1, 313,032 22,14

1. S • ♦ 446,901 34,74"''
2. Dhar • * 643,774 328,867
3. Indore ♦ • 7 53,594 462
4. J ha bua • • 514, 384 435,793
5. Khandwe (N lmar) 685, 150 54,043
6. Knar gone C N nna r) 990,464 400,345
7. Mandsaur • * 752,08 5 534
8. Eaa lam • * 48 3, 521 58, 113
9. Uj jaln e a 661,720 130

V JABALPUR DIVISION 5,721,602

7.78
51.08
o.os

84.72
7.89

40.42
0.07

12.02
0.02

20.591,177,867

1. Ba la ghat .. 806,702 86,928
2. Chhlndwara., 785, 535 261,298
3. Damoh .. 438,343 • •
4. Jabalpur . „ 1,2S 3,825 154,989
5. Mandla •• 684,503 423,096
6. Nar simgha pur 412,406 SO, 496
7. Sagar 796,547 ».
8. Seonl .. 523,741 201,061

10.78
33.26

N« A •
12.17
61.81
12.24

38.89



1 4

R&.TPUB DIVISION 5,054,741 1,362 687 26.96

1. Raster
2. Burg
3. Raipur

1,167,501 
1,88 3,7 36 
2,002,004

'■ 843-749 
208,777 
310,161

72.27
11.07
15-49

RSM DIVISION 4, 251,042 913,428 21.49

1. Chhatarpur. ♦
2. Panne
3. Re-vsa «
4. Satna
5. Shahdol
4. Sldhl
7. Tlkamgarh „.

£87,373 
331,237 
772,COS 
694, 370 
829,049 
580,129 
465,362

171228
48,215

102 773 
10 x 378 
426,786 
19 5,578
21,370

2.93'
14.56
13.30
14.60
51.44
33.73
4.69

MftBHZA ;1A1E61 52., 372, .P8 6,673,41b 20 .-6.3

Sour e a: Gansu . oi’ India, II

• • •



APPENDIX - IV

Statement showing Industrial Glassification by Sex of 
Persons at -work other than Cultivation in the Major 
Group 02 forestry and Logging in Madhya Pradesh.

SI.Ko2 State 3 Persons 5 Male 5 ^ema 1 e
1 1.2 2 3 1 .4 t 5.........

ALL INDIA ... 375*212 268,333 106,879

f.
1..

STATES: !

Andhra Pradesh . 27*911 17,447 10,464
2. Assam .ip-- 1,995 1,794 201
3.. Bihar ... 22,689 13,873 8,816
4 a. Gujarat ' .. 7, 543 5,853 1^690
5. Jammu & Kashmir.. 3,248 3, 109 139
6. Kerala 15,589 14,722 867
7. Madhya Pradesh .. 71,924 43,884 28,040
8. Ma dra s . 21.099 15,896 5>203
9. Ma ha ra sht ra .. 43,3S3 26,602 16, 581

10. Mysore .. 16,109 14,055 2,054
11. Orissa .. 24,044 9,542 14, 502
12.- Punjab 8,874 3,307 567
13. Rajasthan 11,684 4,800 6,884
14. Uttar Pradesh .. 71,834 6 3, 530 8,304
15. West Bengal 11, 344 9, 541 1,803

Total STATES , 3, 59,070 2, 52,955 006,115

1.-

UNION TERRITORIES
AND OTHER AREAS.

Andman & Nikobar
I sla nds 4,889 4,879

798
30

2a Delhi ... 802 4
3 a Hlmanchal Pradesh 7,440 7,064 376
4»- L.M. and A. Islands —- —
6... Manipur 188 161 .27
6. Tripura ,. 720 692 28
7. Da dra and Nagar Hl veil 1,334 1,029

262
305

8. Goa Daman and Dlu 266 4
9. Pondicherry ,. 86 77 9

10. K. E. J. ft. 327 327 -
11. Nagalan< 44 43 1
12. Sikkim .. 46 46 -

Total - UNION TERRITORIES
AND OTHER AREAS- 16,142 15, 378 764

Sources- Census of India 1961 
Vol.I Part II B(l) 
Page 375.



Statement showing Industrial cla ssif lcation by Sex of 
Persons at work other then Cultivation In Major Group 02 
In Madhya Pra desh-”For est ry & Logging”-

S.Noi pivision/bisttlet ........ L Total 5 Male ffremale
• 1;. L, . 'a ,.,^2 . 3 . 5 4 ' > 5 5 ... ..

I. BftIPUB DIVISION • * 17,977 7,086 D,891
12 Ba star J. * • 10,675 3,036 7,639
2. Burg i. • a 2,428 4,558 870
3. haipur ’ • 0 4,874 2,492 2, 382

II. BIL ASIDE DIVISION h 7,505 4,579 2,926
1. Blla spur f 3^ 155 2, 345 8D
2. haigarh * • 2, 316 904 1,412
3. durguja *. * • 2,034 1, 330 704

III. jabalot, division 4 4- 9,876 
2,099 '

7,196 2,680
1. Bala ghat ♦ J 1, 578 521
2. Chhlndwara .. « • 1/549 1,252 297
3. Bamoh .. * • 972 ' 574 398
4. Jabalpur .. • • 1,091 76 3 328
5. Mandla .. • • 1,017 847 170
6. Narsmghapur • • -537 319 2D
7. &a ga r + • 1,464 974 490
8. Seonl »• « 1, 147 889 258

IV. bewa division • • 10, 193 ' 6,930 
614

3,263
3881* Chhatarpur • » • • 1,002

2a Panna • « 978 599 379
3. hewa .. • • ■591 551 40
4. Satna • « 934 521 413
5. Shahdol • • • 5,240 3,756 1,484
6. Sldhl • • 93 86 7
7. Tlkamgarh .. • • 1, 355 803 552

V* INDOhE DIVISION • » 9,483 7,008 2,475
!• Bewa s .. • • 1,731 • • 1, 338 ' 393
2. Bhar . * • • 349 276 73
3* Indore ., • • 1,036

710
877 159

4. Jhabua- *. a • * 542 168
5* Kha ndwa (East Nlmar) 1,445 • 1,224 221
6. Khargone(west Nlmar) 2, 565 1,736 829
7. Mandsaur • • - 1, 305 701 404
Si hatlam • • 404 223 DI
9. Ujjam • e 138 91 A r~T

VI. GWALIOH DIVISION - • • 5,887 3,270 2,617
1. Bhm d . i • 4 32 32 R*
2. Ba t la • • 276 DO 176
3. Guna • • 1,159 842 317
4. Gwa 1 lor .. • • 6 32 423 209
5. Morena .. • • 1, 585 784 801
6. Bhivpurl ... • > 2,203 - 1,089 1, 114

VII.BHOPAL DIVISION • • 11,00 3 7,815 3, D8
1. Betul ..... •-a. 1,869

4,826
1, 368 501

2... Ho sha n ga ba < 3,416 1,4D
3., ha Isen .... 1,649

353
1, 157 

143
492

4.,. hajgarh 2D
5.. Sehore .... 1, 349 1,187 162
6.. Sha ja pur . . • • 102 77 25
7... Vldisha a • 8 55 467 388

madhya phase sh 4. 71,924 43,884n Tv-. 1 a 28,040
Sources- Gensus of India

Vol.VIII-Part II B(IV)



APPENDIX - yl
IN

Cede ilnciusL 
Digit J cl 

No.

42

44

rial classifies
ccoupa 'Lion..

V *4
5 Pe r so n wx e s $x ema.■
X XX

A

’ X- V
>. JXi«-4 L t

.7___ 1_____ .8___ L.....2... .J .IQ____L___ 11

Hunters and frelated
workers ->. Ill

420 - Hunters ...
421 - Trappeis ...
429 * Hinters& delated

workers

Loggers & other Forestry
workers. To t a 1 z -
(lli)Mlning Quarrying & 

For e st ry
(iv) Household,

Industries
(v) Manufacturing other 

than household

(vlll) Transport, storage 
and communications

Forest Bargers an
Related Workers.
(ill) -T

1,926 1,755 171 75 75 - 1,851 1,680 171

1,147 J,07 5 72 58 58 1,089 1,017 72
762 671 91 13 13 - 749 658 91

17 9 8 4 4 w. 13 5 8

65,140 39,025 26, 116 6,580 4,454 2,126 58,560 34,571 23,989

62,535 37,711 24,825 6,552 4,454 2,098 55,984 33,257 22,727

1,989 890 1,^99 - w* - 1,989 890 1,099

615 424 191 28 w. 28 587 424 163

ac,eci 10,000 1 1,993 1,993 8,008 8,007 1

440



p.PhLi.ii^ -_ yi jz_ 3

1 2 3 /I 5 6 . .7 3 o 10 13.

441 - £hrvest er s and gatherers
cf Forest Products oaclu-
ding Lac (Except Logsl

Tcta: 25.6 55 • 9,657 15 999 2.6 32 1 306 1, 526 239021 2; 353. 14,673
(dll' 25, 29 / 9, ^29 10,363 2,632 1, 506 22,66 5 8, 123 J..4, 542
O-V) 359 228 131 - •- - 359 223 131

442 - Log tellers & wood milters
Total:- 80.434 14,265 6,219 1, 578 876 697 18:906 13, 389 5,522

;(112) 39,938 13,8 55 b , Ut>0 1, 545 576 659 32’ 8/0 “7O C?7O . h;S91
(lv) 39 39 - - -- »• 19 19 I -i

/ { V) 55C 391 159 28 - 28 522 391 131

443 - Charcoal Burners & Forest
Product Processors

Total:- 7,706 • 4, 189 - 3, 517 261 195 66 7,445 3,994 3,451
(111) 6-, 08 3 ■ 3, §44 2, 539 261 195 66 5,822 3, 349 2,473
(Iv) 1,602 63S 966 - - - 1,602 636 966
(v) ' 21 9 12 * - - 21 9 19

449 - Loggers & Other'Forestry woTkers
Total:- 1,293 914 379 121 84 37 1,172 830 342

(111) 1,240 883 357 121 84 37 1,119 799 320 '
(IV) 9 7 2 - - - 9 7 2
(v) 44 24 20 ■» 44 24 20

(l • C » 0.1772 i
«wvers & wood working machinists

Total-:* 4,504 4,481 23 2,624 2,608 16 1,880 1,873 7
(111) 51 51 «* - w» w» 51 51
(lv) 145 142 3 4 4 - 141 138 3
(v) 4, 30 3 4,22 3 20 2,618 2,602 16 1,685 1.651 4
(Vlll) 5 5 »■* 2 2 - 3 oo



&PFELSIX - VI 2

1 n 3 4 5 6 •7i p 9 -1. •

413 - Tanners ( fhlm.Rubber
trees etc„)

Total:- 239 205 34 207 173 34 32 32
(111) 238 204 34 207 1/3 34 31 3.1
(lv) 1 1 - - X *■»A w»

415- Fla n ta t \er, ho boo r er 3

Total:- 1,986 1, U1 875 58,0 298 282 1,406 813 £93

(111) 1,981 1, 109 872 £78 298 280 1,403 811 592

(lv) 5 2 3 2 ■* 2 3 2 1

N.B<nCla sslfication based on Na tlonal cla sslf leat ion 6o«ix ce: C on su s , 1361- Voldf&rt II-B-2
of occupations -C. G. B. T., Govt. of India.

ll) Classification
ill) Stands for Mining, Quarrying and .Forestery 
lv) Stands for household Industries

v) Manufacturing other *han household 
and vm) For Transport, storage and communications.



■'PEKDIX -

' Timber and Fuel woo

St a te/Un Ion
Territory

{
1 Year 
$
*

___  ___(Thourand Cubic metres')
{ Per ?enta ge{f\Tal wood J Per cento5

{Tlmber{to All- {( mcludingjto All-
{charcoal) {India To{ India 

{Total of {

L.

{of Fuel
5 J {Timber __ L 8 vvu^d.

. 1. { 2 1 3 { 4 { 5 .1.... 0

> Andhra 1961-C2 179 3.0 456 3.7
Pra desh 1962-6 3 223 3,8 *80 3 5

196 3-64 184 3.2 ;?a 4,6
1964-6 5 212 3.4 514 3,8

> Assam 1961-ea 213 3.6 260 2.1
1962-oJ 302 5r2 433 3.1
196 2-64 267 4.7 182 1.4

• 1964-6 - 290 4.6 300 2.2

Bihar 1961-6: 5 366 6.0 233 1.9 •
1962-63 312 5.3 238 1.7
196 2-64 391 6.9 c VL 2.7
1964-G j 412 6.6 335 2.5 '

Gujarat 1961-62 196 3.3 417 3.4 -
1962-61 150 2,6 305 2.2
1963-64 140 3.5 363 2.9
1964-6 5 181 2.9 569 4.2

Jammu & 961-6 2 416 7,0 100 0,8
Ka shmir 1952-6 3 431 7.4 108 0.8

1963-64 318 5.6 79 0 0
19C4-6 ■' 394 6.3 10-0 0.7

Kera la 1961-62 240 4„1 272 2r2
1962-63 289 4.9 205 1. 5
196 3-64 27 3 4.8 119 0.9
1964-63 286 4.6 190 1.4

Ma dhya 196 >f 984 16.7 2361 19.2
Pradesh 1962-6 3 1164 19.9 2390 20.9

1963-64 1281 22.6 3449 27.3
1964-65 1281 20,4 3449 25.4

Ma dra s l?6l-6£ 43 0,7 404 3.5
1952-63 45 0.8 352
19G3-64 51 0.9 279 2.5
1964-6 5 36 0.6 354 2.< -

Ma ha ra sh- 0°6j-62 497 0.4 2142 17.5
tra ]?52-63 371 G.3 2610 18.$

196.3-64 304 5o4 1498 11.?
1964-65 369 6,9 2078 15.5



v ■ ■ ...... ■ ■ •••;;»£

1 2 3 4 . 5 6 ’an. My sore 1961-62 463 7.8 1,390 11.0'1962-63 480 ' 8.2 1,666 12.1196 3-64 480 8.4 1,666 13.21964-65 480 7.6 1,666 12.3
li. Ka galand 1961-62 17 0.3 2 Keg;1962-63 17 0.3 2 Keg.1963-64 13 0.3 2 Keg;1964-65 0.3 2 Keg.
12. Oris® 1961-62 517 8;7 83« <5.81962-6 3 536 9.2 803 5. 8196 3-64 451 7.9 • 677 5.41964-65 536 8.5 803 • • 5.9
13. Pun ja b 1961-62 192 3.3 221 1.81962-63 134 2.3 288 2.11963-64 167 2.9 294 2.31964-65 231 3.7 322 2.4
14. fia ja sthen 1961-62 69 1.2 129 1.11962-63 66 1.1 254 1.31963-64 61 1.1 251 201964-65 63 1.0 144 1.1
15. Uttar 1961-62 524 8.9 1,914 15-6Pra desh 1962-63 554 9.5 2,090 15.2196 3-64 617 10.8 1,942 15.41964-65 646 10.3 1, 552 11.41C. WestBen ga 1 1961-42 206 3.5 727 5.91962-6 3 232 4.0 679 4*919^3-64 232 4.1 60 5 4.8:'1964-6 5 242 3.8 707 5c 2
TOTAL STATES 1961-62 5, 111 86.5 11,820 96. 31962-63 5, 306 90.3 13,40 3 97,1196 3-64 5,235 92.1 12,316 97 • 61964-65 5,677 90.5 13,048 96 ; j



1 2 3 4 5 . g

1* Andaman & 1961-62 76 1.3 52 0 .4
Nicobar 1962-63 79 1.7 58 0.-2
Islands 196 3-64 307 1.9 37 o.:

1964-66 74 1.2 119 0.9

2. Delhi 1961-62 1 Ke ■
1962-63 - - 1 Keg.
196 3-64 - - 1 Keg-
1964-65 - 1 Keg

3* Goa , Daman & 1961-62 Keg, Keg, 1 Kegr
Dlu x962-63 Keg. Keg. 1 Keg

1963-64 5 0.1 1 Ke 7
1964-65 3D 0.2 1 N<g.

4« Himachal 1961-62 630 10.7 306 2.5
Pra desh 1962-63 328 5.6 239 1.7

1963-64 209 3.7 152 1.2
1964-65 356 5.7 204 1,5

5. Manipur 1961-62 8 0.1 53 0 * ‘-X
1962-63 8 0.1 53 0.2
1963-64 8 o.i 53 0<4
1964-6 5 8 0,1 53 0/

6. K.E.F. 1961-62 62 1.1 8 0- 1
Agency 1962-63 80 1.4 <5 0>.„

1963-64 101 1.8 8 0, ..
1964-65 113 1.8 33 -.0.9

7. Tripura 3961-62 20 0.3 34 0.3
1962-63 23 0.4 44 0.3
196 3-64 17 0.3 46 0.4
1964-65 33 0.5 70 0.5

ALL INLXA 1961-62 5,907 100.0 12,273 100.0
1962-63 5,844 100.0 13,801 100.0
1963-64 5,682 100.0 12,614 300,0
1964-65 6,271 100.0 13, 569 100*0

SC Provisional Sources ’’Forest Statistics”-
Bulletin Ko.4. Issued by 
Central Forestry Commission 
(Forestry Statistical Cell) 
Ministry of Food, Agr. C.D. 
and Co-operation, Govt, of 
India •

• • «



OUTTURN Off TORE ST PBOUUCE

(a) Major produce

Year J/ 51 a g os

1

L____ ,
_ .J... ,

_ _L 2 £_

•‘3 ?e~ k o di Cha r ooa 11 PuIp 
|j wo o 1jMat/;

nt tty in ‘000

> a r. d £i
, 1__ ^02 d $ ..
4 a. jgra v: 

5 L

Owi.'d’WOOdx
________„ 5

O f

Total

’ 7
--4 -3 .5 4

195Y 52 O < *O . «, C? tLj<z 10, jpO 550 12 1; 14.. I.” .,692
1953-54 .. 2.459 9.090 232 47 554 12, 362
1954-55 .. 3,083 8,825 1,873 36 714 14,530
1955-56 • e 3, o2 5 9,234 1, 676 42 721 14, £57
1956 - 57 3; 591 9,42 2 756 56 816 14.6*5
1957- 58 .. 3,773 10,200 776 56 84C 15,645

1958-59 .. 3,722 11,079 884 66 912 16,664
3959-60 .. 4,478 11,066 632 48 1,045 17,249
396C-61 • • 4,526 11, 335 281 47 753 16,943

1961-62 ... 4,199 10,347 403 215 1,021 16,385
3961-62 -
States; -

4n dhra Pra de sh 174 439 18 - 5 636
£ssam .. 193 260 (d) - 20 474
Bihar .. 173 155 78 - 182 587
Gujarat (a) 234 514(e) (d) BM - 748
Jammu £ Kashmir 410 98 2 4 2 516
Kerala .. 109 30 BBB 1 81 220
Ma dhya Pra de sh 4 35 1311 128 9 389 - - 2,257
Madras (f) .. SB 318 - - (C) 356
Mahara shtra 440 2,142(e) Cd) - 57 2,639

MJ-QQQ

“Total
* value
I

yL __  ... aJ

j9 ? l O ; 0 J_ 
j. / , 4 5 > 5cS
21,92,03

27,68,82
87,41,01
28.,93, 30
41,21,35
60,81,62
49,17,07*

60,13,75

2, 37,63
1,36,96 
1,71, 31
2,54,51 
8,25,S 
2,82^ 31
7,34,57
1,74,48
7,34,80



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Mysore 262 1, 344 6 198 3 1,813
Orissa (b) ?• 263 521 - - 145 929 1,67,82

84,83Punjab 178 205 16 w* 14 414

Rajasthan (f) 61 124 138 w «, 302 1,84,41
Uttar Pradesh 523 1,914 Cd) (c) Ce) 2,438 6,36,22
West Bengal .. 88 690 37 4 114 932 1,52,95

Gentrally Administered Territories:-

Andaman & Klcobar 
Islands

614
1

493

a»

w -
2

1
80S

6
1,77,24

Delhi
Himachal

• •
Pradesh

Manipur * • 7 53 1 61 2,32
Tripura • • 14 34 — 6 54 55,7t

@ Less than 500 cub. met res* &
(a) Relate to 3959-60
(b) Relate to 3958-39

i
c) Included under timber
d) Included under firewood

e) Includes figures for charcoal wood as well
f) Relate to 3960-6^

directorate of Economics & Statistics 
Ministry of /ood, Agriculture, 
Community Development & Co-operation,



OUTTURN OF FOREST PRODUCE

(b) Minor Produce

lT(U <r'A

(Rs. *000)

Years/States { Bamboos ^Fodder &Gums and$ JDrugs Stuff s J $
__ •____ J and canesjfaud Gra ssj resms if Lac } spices <lye-stuffs? Others? Tota?j -i__ r 2^r^~3' ’f 4 ~r s^y. e ? _r tzj^t r~ t~

1951-52 • • 12,490 15,321 7,468 3,265 720 1,701 29,623 70, 588
1953-54 > • 9,499 15,658 7,897 1,776 367 867 27,013 63,r*77
1954-55 • 0 13,234 17,820 9,119 1,774 851 739 33,433 76,970

3955--56 < c 13,678 17,435 10, 142 675 554 1,259 36,431 80,174
1956-57 • • 12, 636 15,008 12,309 812 772 894 36,787 79,117
1957-58 e • 13,459 15,478 12,561 844 1, 160 874 41,044 85,42)

1953-59 • fc 15, 545 17,357 13,748 1,758 496 514 34,630(e) 84,048
1959-60 e c 16,169 15, 397 14,88 3 1. 292 681 645 54,301 93, 368
1960-61 « • . 21,699 15, 379 20,478 1,6 36 807 896 50,400 1,11,29 o

1961-62 » • 24, 186 15,414 20,593 194 613 661 49,400 1,21,016

1961-62 - 
States 
Andhra

s-
Pra desh 2,453 1,220 1 140 8,908 12,722

Assam • • 1,986 183 - - w - 733 2^902
Bihar • • 2,369 164 11 4 7 2,262 4,817

967

271

Gujarat(a) .. 
Jammu & Ka shmlr 
Kerala ..

546 90
438 1,531

17 1

870 2,650
230 2,199
396 691• •



J 2 2 4

Ma dhya Pra de sh 5,154 3, 201 590
Ma dra s ( d) 905 280 -
Ma ha ra sht ra 3,714 3, 267 107

Mysore .* 1,524 50 / a.
Orissa (b) *• 1,813 322 103
Punjab .* 37 625 4,234

Raja sthan(d) 612 1, 157 376
Uttar Pradesh 1,446 2, 452 9, 300
West Bengal 127 113 -

££7 8

106 — 147 13,746 22,858
2 135 33 1,059 »•

39 5 >• 5, 392 12,557
«. .-- 109 2,594 4, 168
29 170 7,346

455
9,892

1 - - 5,402

164 1,217 3, 532
5 42 «■* 12,740 25,985

748(c) 4 1 503

Centrally Administered Terrltories;-
Andaman & Nicobar 

Islands
Delhi

29
w» 1

51

Himachal Pradesh 34 1,313 4,148

Manlpur(a) .. 4 23
Tripura 745 42 -

- - - is 98
- - l 2

»■» 71 •w 861 6,427
•w W* S3 55

- - 41 828

I
a) helate to 1959-60
b) Relate to 1958-59

c) Belov? Rs. 500
d) Relate to 1960-61
e) Includes Rs.2.461 thousand

for which derails are not 
a va liable*

Source: Directorate of Economics &
Statistics, Ministry of Pood, 
Agriculture, Community Development 
and Co-operation* Govt.of India;



APPENDIX -

Statement showing Average Daily Employment in Selected 
Industries Teased,, en Eerest Produce during 1966’ in >

Madhya Pradesh.

Industries/Districts. N«. of Average
units* estimate#

employment.

WOOD AND CORK EXCEPT FURNITURE

SAW MILLS

1. Bilaspur 3 4t
2. Balaghat 2 37
3. Bastar 18 52S
4. Chhindwara 12 251
5 • Du rg • * 25 525
6, Jabalpur * 63 12«2
7. Mandsaur. 2 32
8. Raipur 20 359
9.'Raigarh •> 3 -35
10.Rewa 1 . 16
11.Sehore 1 11
12. Se on i 82
17.Satna. 2 34

Total « 158 3193

PJANUPACTURE OF PLY WOOD
1. Hoshangabad (Itarsi) 1 18t

Total = 1 Lj fso

JOINERY 7ND GENERAL WOOD WORKING

1. In dore 2 70
2. Jabalpur 2 70

Tetal - 4 140

FURNITURE REPARRING _

1. Jabalpur
2. Sehore

Total =

1 (Defence Industry) 
1 319
2^ 319

FURNITURE AND FIXTURES__
CwoodenT

1. Gwalior 1 2C
2. In dore 3 90
7. Ra i pu r 2 40
4. Ratlam. 1 35
5. Sehore 1 5

75A'PER Total « w

4 1

K- •
Indore
East Nimar (Nepean agar) 2

1
1
1
1 *

104
14 98 
143

924 
- INA

3. Sehore (Mandidip)
4 . Sbahdol (Amlai)
5. Hoshangabad.

T.^t^l - - - MW



r
PAPER AND STRAWBOARD

Dhar (Mandar^arh 1 50
Gwalior 1 15
Indore 1 1A0
Ratlam 1 257
Sehore '(Bhopal) 1 512
Shahdol. 1 57
Vidisha. 1 47

Tstal = 7 1058

LAC (INCLUDING SHELLAC)
1 . Bilaspur
2 . Ra ipu r
5. Emaria

7
4
1

12
(clso'id)

515
14*

4 54- Total =

MATONES.
1 . Gwalior. 1 65
2, Jabalpur. 1 (elosed) -

Total ~ 2 T5~

PER AO PENCIL MAKING. ■

1. Bhind. 1 20
2. Gwalior 1 20
5. Mandsanr. 6 146

C 186

AYERVEDIC MEDICINES

1 . Raipur 5 so
2 . Gw al i o r 1 160

Total = 4 190

B I D I
1 . Bilaspur
2. Bastar
5. Balatbat.
4. Lurr.
5. Dewas
6. Lam oh.
7. Hoshan^abad
8. Indore.
9.' Jabalpur.

10. Narsimhapur
11. East Nimar.-
12. West Nimar.
15. Raipur.
14. Raifarh.
15* Ratlam.
16. Rewa.
17 . 'Sa^ar.
18. Su r^u j a.
10. Sehore.
20. Shahdol.
21 . Satna.
22. Nj 3 air...

Total

5
5

10 (1 closed)

2 11
151 
250 ,

9 7 CO
7 195
S' 208
5 257
1 28

23 (1 clo sed) 1075
10 665
16 (1 closed)1523

*7 562
19 (4 closed) 836
23 ?57
14 (6 <1 o s e d) 5*0

I closed) 20
27 (1 closed) 1105J TOG

210
af (olo sed)
6 87

20

'9o 914?



~ ~ ; tt z...„ 2; ••________ ____ 3.

OTHERS 
FOREST PRODUCTS.

1. Shizpuri

Total =

1 118

TH

SPORTS GOODS AND BRUSH.

1 . Gwalior. 3 76

Total = ~T 7 6

* One Unit in these industries was reportedly 
closed.

Source Chief Inspector of Factories, M.P.



APPENDIX -
£

Statement eliwiar Production of Match Boxes, Straw 
Board, and ifews Print In Madhya Pradesh.

Year. N©wf? print ? iftgifcaii Straw Board
gfc Boxes. (In M.Tons^

(M.Totta.) ••. (In -^rossj)• ‘A i ' ' ——*
- 3»  - 4 •

1961 25,653 53,137 12,0*3
1962 24,865 65^992 U
1963 30,164 66,993 1*, 966
1964 28.792 72 >342 11,1W
1965. M.516 57,661 U,549
1966 29,3t< 51,776 9,86?“
1967 31,171 44,978 9,68?

Sourae Director of Economics and Statistics

APPENDIX - _
Statemea t »h owi|/? t>adua t i on "of Sti ak La* i> Mj|hyg Pr>dec

Year. Production.

196|,6, 4 82 (000, Md.,)
196l-6», 290 (000, MAs.)
196.-63 .■ 225 (•00, Mdfj.)
1963-64 55,799 (Quintals)
1964-65 91,205 n
1965—66 59,156 n

1966-67 79,126 !1
1967—68 72,035 II

Sourae Director of Economics & Statistics, M.P.



Statement showing Daily wage rate^ for different categories of Forest workers in M.P>
during 3967t63.

(Figures m Rupees)
{Ea st ir~ J 5 {Tikam- {North J S^uthJ { {South
5Khargcne{ Jha bua { Guna {&gar 5 garn $Seoul { Seoul {Umarla {Sidhl {Chhindwara

1 - L 2 I 3 . i 4 5 5 f 6 5 7 . {. 8 5 9 .{20 J. 11 . 

1. Unskilled labour 2.50 2.50 2.0
— Ms 1 e *• 1.75 1 .50 t 0 1.25 to .1.50 1.25 1.50 to 1 to 2.0

2.25 1.50 . 2.00
- Fema 1 e .. 1.50 1.00 to 0.75 to 1.00- 1.00 1.0 to 0.30 to

1.50 1.00 1.25 2.0 1.25

- Child * 1.25 0.75 0.80 ) 0.90 0.50 to
0.90 ) -1.00
1.00) ♦

2. Semi-skilled • • 3.00 3.00 2.50 2.50
La hour

3. Skilled Labour - Rs.2.00 » - - w
- Blacksmith 5.00 5.50 per bag •* -w 2.50 tofor 4
- Carpenter 6.00 charcoal - - 3 to 4 3i to 4 4.50- 2.50 to 2.25 to

• making. 5.50 4.0 ■ 4.0

Jhinter 7.50 - - - - - -

- Ma sa n 6.00 ■» 4 to 5 5 to 5 - 4.50 to 4 to 5 2.50 to
-5.50 •'5.0

- £S wy er s - - - - - - - <b5 -

Other s 3.25



Go nt d.

5 Jabalpur^ South T Ba star 1 Durg $Ha jnandgaon $ Ka vsa r dha }
{ 5 ftalpur { 5 1 J Bongargarh & 5 Remarks
L. JL JL JL JL- JL Kha ira gar h J............................

3 5 12 . _}. .. 13 .. 1  .. 14 .... ? 15 .J 26.JL 17   J IS.

1. Unskilled Labour
• - Male . , , 2.50-2.SO 1.50 2.00 2.20 2.12 1.00

- Female ,. 1.75 1.15 1.50 2.12 1.87 1.75

— Chil d • • - 0.60 1.25 1.75 1.62 1,50

2, Semi- skilled
La hour .. 2.00 2.50 - - -

■ * Extra wages from
3. Skilled Labour 4.50* 4.25* 4.00 0,25 to 0,50 for

day given for
- Blacksmith 5.50-6.50 - - - - halts in the

interior.
- Carpentex\. - - - -

- Fainter «, - - - - -

- Ma san .. 5. 50-6.50 - - - -

- Sa wy er s •. - 4 to 5 •* - -

- Others ,. • - -

Divisional Forest Officers^ M.P.Ccurce

C



APPENDIX •—
Statement showing the prices reportedly paid by the Corporation (during 1967-68) 

for mam items of minor Forest Produce to trlbals and the price of these
commodities the trlbals can get elsewhere (Hate in Rs.per kg.)

Item of M.F. P. 5 Jagdalnur Kanker ■L. Ambika pur Chh tn dwa ra 5 Ba lgarh
1 5 2 . J 3 L 4 i 5 } 6

1. Kullu gum l/ to 1. so 1/ to 1. 50 1.25 1.00 to 1.50 1.25 to 1.50
(0.62 to 0.75) (0.75 to l/-) (0.75) (0.50 to 0.75) (1.00, to 1.50-)

2. Dhawada gum 1.00 to 2.50 • 1.00 1.25 1.30 tc 1.75 1.00. to 1.25
(‘£>c25) io .7 5) (Or.50 to 1,00) (0.80 to 0.90)

3. Other; gum - - -
4. Mahulj leaves - - 0.10 - 0.10'

I. (0.06) - (0o80 to 0.12)

5. Mahua flowers - - 0.17. to 0.20
(0.10 to 0.13)

6. Mahua seed 0.80 to 1.00 - - - 1.00 to 1.50 (0.50)

7. Chironjl 2.50 to 3.93 2.00 4.00 to 4.50 2.50 to 2.75
(1.37) (l/- to 2.50). (2.00)

8. Kat ha a* Rs.300Ap.er 40 kg.
■ 33% a dditional

■' - (Ks.60 per 40 kg.)
9. Phool-baharl 0.12 to 0.20each 0.15 to - C .. 1C to 0.18 each 0.20 to 0.25 each

(0.06 to 0.12) €.25 each (o.ol> to o.io) (0.10 to 0.12)

30. Bosha grass - - - - —
11. Honey .v 1.50 (0.75) 2.00 (2/-) 1.50 to 2.25 

(0.50 to 1.00)
•

12 • Via x • • 3.25 to 3.75
-......... —..... .......... ,

- 2.00 (2.00) 2.50 (1.00) -



Centd.

iShemurkaianf Guna 5 Betul ( 3lla sour 5 ha lour $ Shahdol $ Khar gone 5 Remarks'
x 1 7 .5 .. S { 9 no I 11 ...} .......22 I 12 » 1-4

1.KU11U gum •. 0.80 to 
(0.67)

1.25 1.25-1.50 1,00-1,50 1.00-1.50
(0.62 - 1/) (3/to 2) (l/-to 1.7f

1.00-1.50 1.50
5) (0.75 to 1) (0.40-0.60)

1.00 - 1.25 Monopoly 
procurement c

2.Dha wda gum . 1.00 to 1.50 1.00 tor.50'- S.00 do. - 1.50 - 2.00
(1.00) (0.75-1.25) (1,25-1.50)

3. Other gum 0.80 to 1, 00 »• w «■ 0.50-0,75 -
(0,34 to li 00) (0.25-0o50)

4.Mahua lea ves 0.13-0.25 0.15-0.20 0.2O-O-.15
(0.20-0.20) (0.10-0.12)

S.Mahua flowers - - ’» - -
6.Mahua seed .. - - - ■ —
7. Chironjl •» - - - -
8. Ka t ha ..1Rs. 124 per 40kg.Rs. 120per 40kg.- - -
9. Phool- baharl.^ — - -

lO .Rosha gra ss .. - 1.00-1,50 - In 50 per 100
per 100 pulas pula s.

1 (0.50-1/-)

11. Honey • • 1.50(1,00) 1,50 1.50- 2.00 1.50 !•-
(1-25-1.50) (1.00-1.50) (1.00- 1.25)

12. wax fc • •» 3.00 -
(1.25-1.50)

Sources M*Pr Tribal Co-operative Eevelopment Corporation;



APPENDIX -
Plan Expenditure on Labour Are uities in Forests (Rs.in La

State/ Vnich 
Territory,

Allocation for and Expenditure on Labour 
Amunities^-

First Plsn 
(1951-56)

Seq.ond Plan 
(1956-61

•d 1 lan 
(1961-61)

Alio- Expen- Alio. Exp. 
cation, diture.

Alio. Exp.

1. 2, 5. 4. 5. 6 <. 7.

1 . Andhra Pradesh. - » — -
2 . Assam - - /' - - 1,1''
5 . Bihar — - - 1 -
4 .- Oujarat - - - - 17.25 8.88
5 . Jammu & Kashmir. - - - — - -
6 . Kerala • • - - — 0.70 0 »2.1
7 . Madhya Pradesh - 0.32 N.A. 2.06 18.00 5-40
8 . Madras. - - - - ?'.00 6.04
9 . Maharashtra - - - - 24.57 1**'57

10 . Mysore - - - - 5.00 0. 41
11 . Nagaland - *—* N.A. 0,05 - 4 .O'7
12 . Orissa - - - - - -
15 < Punjab (Composite' - - - 1.QQ o y
14 . Rajasthan. - - - 0.50 0 15
15 . Uttar Pradesh - - - - - -
16 . West Bengal. - - 7.60 5.40 5.00 0.61

Toral States. = — 0.32 KA 7.51 76.00 47-24

1. Andaman & Nicobar'
Islands.

2. Delhi .................. - - - - -
5. coa, Daman & Diu - - - - -
4. Himachal Pradesh) 

(Erstwhile) ) - - - - 0.50 0.64
5. Manipur. - - - — - -
6. N.E.F.A. - - - - - -
7. Tripura. - — 0.2^ 0.51 0.25 0.15

Potal All India - 0.52 N.A. 7.82 76.75 4 8.01

Source ’’Forest Statistics” published by Central Forestry 
Commission, Government of India hr Maj ,°63 - 
Bulletin ho.5. " ’
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’Statement shewing I !?yrr - 
;ring I9o6«

p e r t1 v e 
67.

Societies in Madhya Pradesh

5 A ft S 4
Li strict 5 ................ Tribal J Non- Tri ba I

J No.of $ Member J Capital $ working 5 No.of {Member-! Capital ! Working
5 soclet 3 esj ship {(paid up) { capita) I . societies! ship Jifpa 5 d uni! Ca p 3 fca1

l" y. { 3 . J 4 JL .. 5 .... I 6  ! 7 5 8 J o__
_El:. . E?- Rs~ Jfes.

1- dCL’i,* IP X -> < ’ ~J 41, 530 Jr 9 J 7X1 - - -
2 „ He sha n ga ba d ., 4 220 963 67,366 1 15 455 1, 322
3. ixaisen .. 1 IS ISO 17,680 - - - -
4. Rajgarh * •
5< 6e he re 9 9 -
6. Shajapur 9 •

7- Vldlsha • a "* - - - 2 109 841 5,860
8r 331a spur ee 14 388 3, 270 1,97.928 - -
9. fiaigarh 14 766 1,699 1,72,98 5 - - -

HD.. Surguja «. 26 994 3,928 2,40,919 - T - -
11. uhln d • • *

12.. Eatia • •
13,. Guna -. - 6 299 447 765
14.. Gwalior • • - - - - 1 182 905 14,282
15.. Morena .. 22 2206 1, IS, 131 11,46.848 1 12 120 120
16. bhlvpurl ... 2 297 1,835 54,116 2 22 220 220
17... Dewa s .. 1 26 260 260 - - - -
25. Dhar .. 9 197 ; 2,413 86,548 - - - -
19- Indore • • - - — — 15 280 6, 395 6,420
20- Jhabua ... 16 783 6,955 2,47,440 - - - -
21- Khandwa — 4 156 1,337 1,337 - - - -

~£2- Khar gone 19 603 45, 262 2,05,348 - - -



. APPEt.LlX - XV Fa ge. t,2

J . 1______ _ - o 3 4 o 7 7 . ____9

23. Mandssjy 0 C . J. 6 4 780 3,492 ■
24-. F. at lam • c 2 42 258 10,270 - **• -
25. ojja'.n • v r. - 1 12 2, 630 2, 535
26, Ba la ghat • o • 3 64 320 52,869 » - - -
7 • W.udu-rra e r .l1 232 ^.,304 T ' Q £. Z1-Uj A- c.
2Bo bamoh • t 2 58 1,205 6/705 1 13 425 476
29o Jabalpur • <■ - - - - 4 267 5,144 8,78 5
30 Ma i'H-"’to < .t 4 -‘<7 C/757 4 f 19 19>. - 2 w-» »
31.' I » QixVpujC <* f. - ,, - 5 143 837 837
32. iS gd I - - - - - - - -
33. Seoni • • 6 247‘ 3,024 53,051 »• - - —•
34. 33a star • • 47 2,354- 11,211 4,67,844 - - - -
35. Durg • . 12 1,214 4, 564 34,569 - - - -
36. Salpur . . 12 659 1, 12, 276 2,35,601 - - - -
27. Chhatarpur • • - - - - - - - -
38. Jknna • • - - - - 5 141 4,040 19,279
39. R ev£ • s - r- - 1 26 260 250
40. Qatna 0 * - K. - r* -- ... —
41. Shahdol * c- 9 488 1.404 191,107 - - »»•
42. Sldhl t- o 3 168 635 30,68 5 - « —
43. Tikamgarh • • - - - - - - - —

MADHYA IHADESH • • 28 5 14,450 4,73,-27 f 42,88,693 46 1,590 23,399 64,605

Source Registrar, Co-operative Societies, II.P.



APPENDIX XVI

F(VEST LaBOUX.IN BETUL DISTRICT OF MADHIA PHADESH

('dote 'repared by u, study teams of the National 
Commission based on a visit to Betul District on
June i and 8, 1968)

The district of Betul is one of the densely 
forested and undeveloped districts of vadhya Pradesh, the 
district is covered with extensive for* st, of which about 3t% 
is under the Go■•ernment reserved Forest, The total area under 
reserved Forest was 1164.16 sq. miles excluding the area of 
ex-proprietory forest of 689.13 ex. Mail Dusari villages which 
covered an area of 579.13 sq, miles out of which 24.32 sq. 
miles of forest were declared and notified as protected 
forest.

Scheduled Tribes roughly a- mount for l/31d 
(32„1%) of the population,, Gonds and korl is uh > make up 68% 
and 32% of the population of the dis ’ict are the most 
numerous the tribes,, Che populat' ' genei illy depend on 
agriculture, In cultivation, agricuJ ce Jabuirefs are 
outnumbered by cultivators by more ' ■" >.n 4 to , about a third 
of cultivating households (total) c il ivat=> uneconomic 
holdings of land of 7.5 acres each; anothe l/3£d belonging 
to the intermediate cultivator holding between 7.5 to 15 
acres of' land each. xbe district contains mainly Kbarif area, 
the principal crops being j owar, koda-kutki and the oil-seeds.- 
The principal Aabi crop is wheatgi the area under which is eenc 
concentrated in Multai-and to some extent in Betul Thana. * 
Irrigated area is small, and t ere is not much double cropping 
Sugarcane is an important non-grain food crop, grown mostly 
in the basin of Bel river.

The if'^ber of workers other than those engaged 
in cultivation classified under the industrial classification 
division • M are 1C,652 of which 9247 are males and 1405 are 
females. In the major group ’00’ there .re only 270 persons- 
215 males and 55 females„ In the major proup of ’02’ there 
are 1869 persons-males 1568 and females 501. In the major 
group, (05’ these are 925 persons - 7o0 males and 145 females 
and in major group ’04’, there are 75c8 workers - 6884 males 
and 704 females ,

F orest VJ J. I ages , T fair Pons t i tut ion.

There are about 300 forest Ullages in the three 
circles Ox Betul Iiosnan ;abad and East Kh mdva, These 
Forest villages have bee a settled in "ore t ;reas to secure 
a permanent supply of labour for for .operations and to 
provide employment for Ljmbars of fc \ t tri-es who> under 
a strict system of conservancy, are k tarred "ror maintaining 
themselves by the now extinct Lbava cultivation, Most of 
the villages are very old and have i_ci been de-settled 
since they were founded. The forest village sc unlike revenue



(2)

villages^ are designed only to afford a permanent supply of 
suitable local labour and not for the purpose of extending 
cultivation and brining in rents preference is given to 
local tribals and local people in the matter of settlment 
because of their experience in extraction or handling of £ 
forest produce. The number of bouses in each village is 
limited. The villagers enjoy the right to free grazing of 
their cattle, to free supply of thorns and wood required 
for bonafide agricultural purposes for bouse building and 
repairs. Theirs is the first calim to the employment in 
forest works. A headman or Patel is selected by each village 
subject to the approval of the divisional Forest Officer, and 
he collects all rents, cesses and other dues from the 
villagers for wbicb.be receives a suitable commission. He 
also advises the Forest Officials in the organisation and 
employment of forest labour. Arrangements for the supply 
of country liquor and drugs is made under t^e control and 
orders of deputy Commissioner, Taccavi loands are distributed 
through the agency of forest depart ent for clearing of land , 
purchase of bullocks and carts, defraying tbe current expendi
ture of cultivation, on the j oing personal security of the 
borrowers.

Visits to villages -7th June 1968

On our arrivg^at Amih Junction at 11.00 A2M. 
it was decided in consultation with officers of the forest- 
department to visit a limited number of forest and non
forest villages for intensive study of conditions of forest 
.labour and to see the working of nationalised tendu leaves 
operations handled by forest department, and conditions of 
charcoal workers et<5. Under the revised programme, forest

5av'^J/Mr«$villages of/vRateda and Kolu On ana were selected for t^e
visit . A discussion wibh-' District Magistrate was also arranged.

First, we visited the non-forest village of 
Rateda and observed t^e working of nationalised tendu leaf 
trade. An obvious result of the nationalisation of tendu 
leaf from whick beedis are manufactured is the rise in 
forest revenue for the State from Rs.80 lak’-s before the 
nationalisation to a gross revenue earning of Rs. 7,75 
crores and a net revenue of Rs.' 4.25 crores for the entire 
State during the current year,'. A second more important 
result Kas been the abolition of the system comprising petty 
traders and contractors who arbitrarily fixed prices for 
tendu leaf in the past and paid generally low wages to 
forest labour engaged in plucking tendu leaf. The system has ff 
now been replaced by the Government machinery which 
fixe£ the rate every year and buys tendu leaf f»om 
the persons concerned.' An agent who is ordin-arily a 
forest guard is in charge of the purchase at the village 
level and he gets some Commission, vJe visted his office 
and found bagfulls of tendu leaves piled up in the field.

wbicb.be
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We looked into a few receipts and observed that the
earning of an average worker per 100 standard gaddies was Rst 
1.50 and that of a family consisting of 3 persons•about 
400 to 500 gaddies which fetched about Its. 6 or 7. We also 
examined a number of workers and found that they were aware 
of the rate which was Rs. 1.50 perhundred gaddies and 
that they received the correct price. We, however, felth 
that counterfoil of the receipts should also have been 
entrusted to the labour .

Tendu leaf collection is a seasonal occupation 
which starts from the second week of 4ay and lasts till 
the onset of the nonsooon. A man or worn,an spends. fouK^ 
hours in the morning in collecting .'.eaves and the afternoon 
in drying them.

•
Wage rates have been going, up over the last 

three years since nationalisation was introduced. In the 
beginhAng a worker earned Rs, 0.^3 per hundred gaddies.
Last year the wage went up to Rs. 1.10 per hundred gaddies 
and this year it stands at Rs. 1.50. A higher wage rate is 
prescribed at Rs. 1.70 per gaddy for the lands in respect 
of which a worker is registered as a grower of tendu leaf 
in revenue recrods. Wage rates are revised every ye<ar by 
a Committee-headed by the Commissioner and consisting of 
another representative of the Government, three 
representatives of growers and two representatives of 
trade.

That the new system is preferable to the old 
contract system was vouched for by labour. In the past 
under the contract system the workers got one anna per’

gaddies, that is.about Rs. 1 per hundred gaddies 
of 100 leaves each, and in addition a few gaddies were also 
given free of charge to the contractor. Now the gaddies 
are of 50 leaves each, and the wages are more

Asked about the change which has come about in 
during the last 10 years, the villagers feltk 

Wat there has not been any marked change. S->me of them 
ooserved that t ey had been better off earlier. There has 
no doubt been a change in respect pt* the provision of a 
school , a hospital and roads. Epidemics have been 
controlled ..Ail the chaged have been blurred and wiped 
ou oy he rising prices which though neutralised to a great
extent by rise in wage earnings. X

Another change was about the cultivation of* 
cash crops such as nugarcane. There was a middle school 
Most of the labour owned lands. A few bpys were literate, 
of Xl Xoi bSUg?SSUon tte nationalisation

gum and other minor forest produce,

1
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sueh as, eh. ir on.i 1 and h arre was welcomed bv the people, 
provided "they were allowed to hold in reserve enough Cor 
their dqsostic consumption and to sell the surplus at 
their will.

* The next village that we visited was”the
forest village of Ladi, The Forest Officers explained tv at 
the impression that forest villages were more or less 
concentration camps and that the people were at the mercy 
of forest staff and were not adequately paid was not 
correct. Nevertheless the people had no occupancy right in 
the lands which belonged to the Government and wh io'- for 
reasons of the protection of tve forests could not be 
permanently settled with them. But the conditions op tve 
people in the forest villages were better because they 
were assured of regular employment and fixed wages.
There has been no eviction of people during t’-e last 1^0 
years, There is a school, a little away, and very few boys 
from this village attend it. The wages are fixed by the 
Commissioner in consultation with the Forest Department 
Forest settlement is no longer encouraged, and no forest 
village has been founded during recent years. For the 
last three years the conditions of the people have been 
difficult on account of severe droughts. Ordinarily they 1» 
live on makai, kutku and jagn i.

Ne examined a number of workers including 
women in the village. They get a fixed daily wage of 
Rs, 1.50. All complained that conditions had deteriorated.
The y were not happy because the prices have gone up. The 
women said that some of them could not afford to send their 
children to school because they have to stay back to look 
tf'ber the younger children in their homes. The local bazar 
is five miles away and they buy maize, dal and vegetables, 
Nowadays, their meals consist of bread or thin boiled paste 
(called ' Pej ’) prepared from makai or some other inferior 
cereal mixed with chatni and only rarely dal and vegetables. 
They do not take tea. Almost everybody in the village has 
land, and they practise rotation of crops.

A very happly newly married bridegroom, a 
tribal spent as rnudh as Rs. 200 over his marriage in 
addition to an equal amount he paid for getting the 
bride; he was bedecked with jewels.

The third village we visited was Sarni on a 
river situated near and impressive aomplex of Satpura 
Thermal Power Station. To the villagers the construction 
of the project entailed loss of their lands now submerged 
under water. The people said that these were the best lands 
on which they grew all kinds of crops. The restriction 
regarding extraction of tube-wells and fodder from the forest 
causes harships. The project has not created any 
employment opportunity for unskilled labour on a largescale, 
Ibose who are, employed - and there is regular employment -
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get Rs, 2 per day; the wage is high becuase of the project. 
Work in the forest areas is available throughout the year.
A nursery has been started which also employs a number of'ygytp 
people, , Cattle and humhn population compete for existence; 
multiplying cattle constitute a menace to cultivation,
Children go to school. The people spend tv eir earning over^4^ 
toddy costs them 60 paise. They get Rs. 1.50 per gaddy C<VAA' 
for tendu leaves,

vie next visited the ‘forest village of Bareta 
between 5.30 and 6.15 P.M. About 25 men and women labour 
including an ex. M.L.A. were oresent, Cultivation and 
regular works in the forest constituted the main source of 
employment. The wages ranged from Rs. 1*50 tp Rs, 2.00 per 
day . The people complained about the difficulties 
regarding supply of drinking water in the, village. Asked 
about the changes which have taken place since Independence, 
they were unanimous in pointing to the advantages which have 
flown from the abolition of begari £ £xxr forced labour) 
which had crippled them in the past. Wages have also gone 
up. People are now using brass vessels instead of earthen 
vessels though the rise in price during the last two 
years has dampened their enthusiasm for the first. There 
Is a school a little away and bot’h boys and girs attend 
it, A'Aaize, mahua , kodo .-aid Kutku consitute tl eir food,

T»”e people testified to the advantages of 
the nationalisation of tendu leaves. Under t1'e old system 
•■ontractors did not weigv t'~e leaf before buying t' em.
Horn also paid only one anna for 4 gaddies of 100 leaves 
each excluding some gaddies w>- ic>- had to be given free.
The present rate is Rs, 1.50 £>or 100 gaddies of 50 leaves 
each. They felt that G ?vorn ant should also take over 
the trade in mahua flower and ot’ er forest produce.

•^here is a P or ost L b ur Co-operative Society 
affiliated to the Madnya Pradesh Tr’-ool Development 
Co-operative Society. It has purchased in these villages 
mahua worth rupees two thousand and till worth rupees one and
half thousand in addition to some quantity of gum during 

"Wx^xx the current year. The Society has, however, not 
been functioning well because its members are not property 
trained and because it does not get the necessary managerial 
assistance. They have also not received bonum . There is 
a competition between traditional traders and the 
co-operatives. Becuase of limited finance , the co-operatives 
are not doing well. Traders and moneylenders should be 
driven out of villages and taccavi loans distributed on 
a large scale every year to enable cultivators to free 
themselves from the influence of moneylenders.

There is no change in food habits, but there 
is a distinct improvement in dress, Labour gets a 
fortnihgly payment, Everybody has suie cattle.
People drink milk and occasionally tea.



We visited two houses owned by the C<xids. Both houses 
were pieutres of cleanliness. The owner owned 15 acres 
of land and the houses were well provided ,

We held discussions with the District Magistrate 
of Betul on our arrival -at the District Head uarters.
The Collector observed that the machinery for fixing 
the wages was not an elaborate one, and that be studied 
the. wage trends for last two or Vree years before 
determining the wage for the current year, There are 
however, certain categories of wages wv ich tv e 
Commissioner fixes. The Commissioner ordinarily fixes 
wages for forest department while bs Collector does 
it for casual labour in the office and for labour employed 
in different technical departments at the district, 
labour now is conscious about its .rights. This is pa»ti- 
dularly true of labour in the neighbourhood of 
progressive and developing villages. Tfeere are 
lands available in forest areas which can be settled
with forest labour* Cooper ocieites are not
working satisfactoriyly, Mihor forest produce should be 
nationalised* development schemes including water 
supply schemes should be taken up during slack period 
to provide employment. All departnentai schemes 
should be co-ordinated and their wage rates made uhifofm 
T^oere was no problem about homestead for forest or 
agricultural labour. In Madhya Pradesh every villager 
including labour had recorded abadi rights regarding h ome» 
stead. Bonded agricultural labour did not exist. There was ®o 
wkxndxunion of agricultural labour.

Visit to Village - 8th June 1968

On the 8th Juhe, in the morning we visited a site 
where charcoal was manufactured, situated deep in the 
forest village of Kolu D^qna<i Labour emploved in this work 
was from Rajasthan belonging to Berwa community. This 
labour is much sought after for preparing charcoal 
by contractors who engage agents for recruiting them.
Labour is brought here in December and works till the 
onset of monsoon.

At the site we visited, six familes were engaged 
in manufacturing charcoal. The coupe was leased 
to a contractor on an annual basis for rupees eightytwo_5 
thousand . The labour was paid about rupees sixty/fpaise 
par bag.. During the seven months the workers are at the ***
site, they turn out about two thousand bags of 
charcoal, earning in all ruppes twelve hundred. Generally 
both man and his wife work for this amount. Contractor 
pays an advance of rupees four fbcz to five bundered per 
worker unit (of two) at the time of recruitment and 
supplied ration, water, medicine, a lantern and 
kerosene oil to labour. He deducts the money advanced 
and the eo&t of ration and food from the wages.

... i
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Labour brought from Rajasthan is from the 
cultivating class and the.ir income from this occupation 
is supplementary in nature. Tv e technique of* manufacture 
of charcoal is interesting. It ranges from rutting, 
transporting and collection of timber Kall tuene are 
not th e responsibilities of 1 .hour v# ich prepares 
charcoal) to (arrnging logs or other wood a skilled 
job and preparation of the kiln and, burning (or 
cooking) of wood into charcoal and reburning unburnt 
pieces in case t’-is was necessary. The whole operation 
takes three months, aeburning takes about 10 days. The 
labour appeared satisfied with the arrangments made 
by the contractor about supply of water and ration 
about medical facilities etc. There are, however, no 
arrangements for theschooling op their children at the 
site but their grown -up children are not trought to 
this place and go to school in their villages in 
n-ajasthan. -^heir main diet is based on jawar and wheat, 
Xhey have been visiting this area for last 10 years, and 
during this period tu eir wages have increased from 
Rs. 40 to Rs*60 per hundred bags, and eacb- bag weight 
about 30 k.g* In the past the labour delivered 10 bags 
free of cost over and above 1.00 bags for which they 
received wages. New the system of free gift has been 
abolished. They have no difficulty in getting wages 
ft om contractors becuase they enter into a written 
agreement with t’-eir agents who contract them on behalf 
of contractors before leaving tu eir villages. The 
agent does not chai’ge anything from the labour but 
he gets the commission, probably Rs. 1.00 per bag from 
the contractors

The Charcoal thus manufactured is transported 
#o Bombay and a contractor geos Rs. 3.500 to Rs. 4,000 
per wagon which contains 700 to 000 bags. The 
contractors1 profits after deducting transport cost and 
the wages involved in filling and collecting timber works 
out to about Rs. l„50 per bag.

We next visited the village of Kolu Ghana . About 
40 men and women were present for discussion. The 
village has been in existence for last 50 years. Some 
labour possessed lands. Regular work is provided by the 
Forest Department or forest contractors. There is a 
school about 4 miles away and nobody can send children 
to that distance. They cannot mortgage lands becuase 
the lands belong to Government, hey get Rs. 1.50 by way 
of wages. ‘Their conditions have deterirorated during last 
few ueors becuase of the rise in prices. Epidemeics parti 
cularly malaria have been controlled, ^hey demand/^o meet 
the cost of their living Mf’aua_ is a good diet during 
these days. °orae people are addicted to drinking.
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A bottle of toddy coots Rs.1,25 per pawo; a man ordinari
ly consumes two pawns of toddy: but this is not a daily 
affair. The better off take th e bra id prepared from maize* 
Majority depend on mahua flower, roots, and leafy vegetables. 
Ihere was a complaint about non-payment of wages in time; 
wages are paid cle a, .

We came across a somewhat pecualiar case in this 
group of a young tribal with some education which entitled 
him to aj ob a~s ’ coupe guard' 4e wish to record it 
because it shows the hold which a Contractor has on 
such guards; or in the alternative the fear complex- 
which may be more psychological than real. This guard 
once detected some u authorised rotting by the contractor 
and contractbr's men beat him up. This made the guard 
giveA up his employment and recurn to his more familiar 
surroundings in the village. The man looked robust but 
was scared to move out of the village because of the 
earlier beating he got. He was not prepared to take a similar 
Job even at a distant place. And possibly he may not 
be moving out of h is self imposed internment wihtout 
the assistance of elders in the village, Even If some 
of what he said was justifiable it sh owd what a terror 
a contractor can be to the lowest rungs of public servants.

From Kol.u R’ana we proceeded to visit a nursery 
run by the Forest Department ac z'^q village Mahu Pani,
Th ere are about 19 workers who are empl -yed round 
the year in the nursery,. Payment is made once in a 
fortnigh. Male labour get Rs* 1.50 and female lab ur 
us. 1,20 . °ome labour own lands,. Tge nearest school is 
a little away in adjoining viliago. Working hours 
extent from 8 A*M* to 12 P.M. and then from 2.00 P.M. 
to 6,<iO P.M. Tjaey taken pej and bread prepared out of 
maize.

At Mnbu Pani bungalow about 50 persons including 
women collected. Most persons %zned lands. Even 
the landless persons have tv eir houses on the lands 
which are recorded in their name in revenue records.
There is no problem of homestead for agricultural 
labour In Maldhya Pradesh > Wages are Ms. 1,50 for 
male and Rs. 1,25 for female labour. Here is no 
fair price shop and markets are a little away. The 
area has been ravaged by droughts for last three years.
They complained about rise in prices and -demanded 
that fair price shops should be opened. There is 
shortage of labour and forest department take up 
Schemes which provide work almost round the year,

We visited mwo houses in the village. The house 
owned by a G-uali looked neat and affluent. Such 
modern gadgets as lantern, Tiffin carriers, fruit 
carriers were noticed in the house. The own«?r possessed 
a sizeable area of cultivable lend. The other h ouse 
belonging to a G-ond- th ough neatly kept, was almost
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empty except for some utensils and storage. This
reflected the difference in the economic standrds
of tribal and non-tribal groups.

Ccnclusi ons

Our impressions of the cond.itions of forest 
labour in a relatively undeveloped and inaccessible 
district of Madhya Pradesh were based on a rather 
hurried tour of forest and non-forest villages, We

wish to sum up our impressions and recommend as 
follows J-

1* The/ labour in forest villages in Madhya Pradesh 
looked more healthy, and better clothed p if not more 
Conscious tuan his counterpart elsewhere. Regular 
works undertaken by Forest Department provided them 
with employment and fixed wages were paid. T> ey 
were rel uctant to send chi&dren to school* Stress 
should be laid on providing better education facilities 
for these people. There was no problem regarding 
homestead for agricultural labour in Madhya Pradesh 
because of recorded abadi rights of villagers; this was 
in striking contrast to the conditions, prevailing in 
Bengal and Bi' ar where homestead tenancy has yet 
to be secured in favour of a large number of agricultural 
and forest labour.

2. ^here lands are available for cultivation in 
forest areas , measures should ba initiated to settle them 
with forest labour.

3. The nationalisation of tendu leaf has paid
rich ibxxiaioard dividends; besides raising the revenue accruin 
to the State Government, it has replaced an exploitative 
system dominated by traders and contractors who fixed 
arbitrarily price for this forest produce. We found 
everywhere that the wage fixed by the Forest Department 
was being paid to labour. We, however, recommend 
that a careful revision of wages should be undertaken 
every year in line with rise in prices and t1 e profit 
made by the forest department.

4. We recommendthat other minor iorest produce , 
such as, m-ahua flower or seed, gum, ch ironjA, etc.
slfould also be nationalised. The nationalisation
of mahua flower, h owever, sv ould not adversely
affect domestic consumption of this produce which is
a food for a vast majoritv of forest labour. Mahua
flower for distilleries should also be banned. The
nationalisation of forest produce will bring many
benefits to forest labour, such as, fixed and
reasonable price for the produce, abolition of
the vested interests of traders and money-1endrs, etc.

....10 • • •
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5. ^bile the forest department bas taken up 
a number of schemes that provide regular employment 
for a large number -?f people, there Is need for a 
change In tb e pattern of sch emes t o be taken up and 
for laying more emphasis on product? on-oriented or 
water-conservation schemes in forest areas,
District Magistrate should co-ordinate ail departmental 
schemes and introduce and implement tL em in parti
cularly vulnerable areas. The wage rates prescribed 
by different departments should also be standardised 
and made uniform^

6. A chain of fair price shops should be opened 
to service forest labour and some of these should be 
Operated by the Forest Department through their own 
agency. This is necessary because not only markets are 
far away from some villages but also there is an acute 
shortage of food stuffs during the rainy season or 
felack season.



rroauce m£ta*emen* shoving Revenue ircm hiajcr ;d itann Fcx;s’.
during 195^-59 t0 1963-’69.

LHupees in Ldkhs;
~7emg~~~Z~~^___ H958^59l3959-60-<i960>6lll96l36F^19fc~-6~3lj96 3^€4l~964-h5U9CK6€7l966^67TFfiP7~fiR filQfaZSQ
___ 3____________3L__2__ jLZ_3„j____ 4_j____ 5„j___ Lg„J____ 7_Zj____ £11____ 9_J___ io_jlZ iT^~2§Z

(, c ~ Xmat ed)
)
.... Timber (including

supply *o defence 
department & Railv^y)t 4 59 c 32 545- 57 554.02 555.27 58 9 1 3 6 52.56 803^73 9 30.98 955.18 931,82 984-7 5'

2r Fuel wood & Charcoal 1.12.15 132.09 160.02 155.76 366.-98 164.64 167.33 206.58 222.37 229.53 234.00
3. Bamboos . •.» 37.95 36.40 43,73 50, 55 64,-27 6 1. 39 Sic 26 56 £ 30 70, 37 ;2<48 74, 35
4. La c • • nil nil nil nil nil nil 1.25 0.84 1.92 1,81 2.0 3
5. Fodder & other grasses 25.86 25.52 27.24 29.34 29.48 33.17 14.91 17.06 23«57 27.32 Id • O
6. Tendu Leaves 32.11 51.16 48.98 83.26 57.91 86.08 13.53 201.07 337.76 458.31 800.32
7« Cther Minor Produce ( 

(including Katha, 5
myr?baVo? inning $ 39 • 30 31r 24 41.24 18.39 30.68 20.25 59.51 66.80 73.88 89.07 83.67
material, gums and ( 
grazing) $

8. Commutation .. 4c 39 4.16 4.29 4.60 4.72 4.55 5.05 3^78 3,67 3.41 3c 40

Other items ft 35.31 2.48 1.96 1-28 1,36 3.23 5.40 3.55 4.10 20.09 8.15

Total:-
(Rupees in Lakhs)

746.39 828.62 881.. 55 838,43 944,53 10^5.87 1131.97 11'.,5., 96 1397 .89 .18 33-, 84 2806,94

(a) By departmental $
working ( 170.00 176.42 193.99 175.01 204.30 222.99 245.00 427.15 608.96 708.11 1050.00

(b) By consumer and J
purcha ser £ 576.39 652.20 687.56 723.42 740.23 802.88 886.97 10 59.81 1087 .86 112 5.7 3 1156.94

Total:- 746.39 828.62 881.55 898.43 944.53 1025.87 1131.97 1486.96 1696.82 1833?84 2206.94
(Rupees m Lakhs)-____________________________

Source : Chief Conservator of Forests, Madhya Pradesh



APPENDIX XVfff

STATE TRADING IN PpEEST_PRODNCTS^- 
ITS BENEDITS AND'PROSPECTS".’ ~

4.
Back pround *

Forests.in India constitute perpetually 
protective, productive, renewable and valuable 
natural resource and forestry, at present, is an 
important industry In the public sectoi- as about 
92 percent of the total forest area in the country 
is state-owned and is beina' managed and worked Hy 
Forest Departments of various States. Forest and 
forest products occur in private holdings also in 
small and varying proportion, depending on how 
intensively or casually these holdings have been" 
developed and used for cultivation and other
purposes except forestry. In view of topography,

naturecfworkability, / products these forests yield and 
methods of exploitation required to be followed, 
almost all operations in forestry presently 
practised in India, particularly dealing with 
afforestation, exploitation, extraction and 
collection of forest products, are labour intensive 
requiring specific skill and efficiency and will 
continue to be so for a lonp time to come.

i

2. Indian forests yield a variety of products 
which, depending on quantity, use, importance and 
value are conventionally classified as ’Major1 and 
’Minor’ forest products. Timber, fuel and charcoal 
are treated as ’Major Forest Produce’ and the rest 
inrludina- bamboos, tanes ether plant products like 
roots, leaves, flower, fruits, p-ums, resins, bark, 
extracts like katha, kutch, lac, animal products lih 
tusks, bones, horns, hide, etc. are treated as ’Mine 
Forest Products’.

3. Forest Department during the past hundred 
years or so had concentrated its attention and 
activity mainly in demarcation of Government 
forests, p-ivinp- them necessary leral status and 
in evolving and developing suitable systems and 
methods of management of extensive natural
f orests.
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Since technical people in the Department were 
required for the aforesaid urgent and important 
technical and silvicultural work, exploitation 
and marketing of forest products was left to beI
done by forest contractors wherever they were 
available. Forests, then, were in plenty and 
commercial demand of many products limited, with 
the result that the scope of profit to these 
contractors was also limited. These contractors 
in early days worked hard under unfavourable 
circumstances and developed markers for earning 
increasing profits. The system of sales was 
generally out-right sale for stipulated consideration 
decided by competitive bidding in auction or tender.

4. Demand of almost all forest products 
particularly of those which hitherto were considered 
as ’Minor Forest Froducts’ like gums and resins, 
katha, bamboos, lac, harra, mahua, chironji, tendu 
leaves etc. has been rising and many of them have 
become commercially important and increasingly 
valuable during recent years.. This feature of 
rising price brought in new and more contractors 
and has also introduced competition resulting in 
rj_sing revenue from State Forests but falling 
margin of profit to successful contractors. Forest 
contractors have been finding out some method to 
maintain and, if possible, increase, their profits ; 
one method was to form a ring during bidding ; 
another was to reduce cost of working by introducing 
efficiency and economy and by exploiting forest 
labour in arny manner possible ; and third was to 
indulge in unauthorized activities like Theft and 
pilferage from adjoining areas. Land Reforms 
particularly dealing with grant of proprietary righ's 
in all products growing in holdings which were 
intended to give benefit to the grower, have 
actually offered additional advantage to unscrupulous 
contractors and created new problem of thefts and 
pilferage of forest products from adjoining 
Government lands. In tie above circumstances, it 
was beinp1 felt that if this situation is allowed to 
continue, the State may, perhaps, not be able to



realize even its reasonable share of non-tax revenue
from forests. There was also danger of more
exploitation of forest labour particularly tribal
which is mostly illiterate, unemployed, unorganized
and-under pressure even unscrupulous. This situation
was a matter of preat concern and prompted Government
of Madhya Pradesh to do serious thinking about the
present pattern of disposal of forest produce and
desirability of suitably modifying it or even to
evolving a new pattern if necessary. One of the . 

nUch
products taken up for/ consideration was tendu-leaves*

’Tendu’ (Diospyros melanoxylon) is- the 
characteristic tree of dry mixed deciduous forests 
throughout India and its leaf, which is used as 
wrapper of bidi* is a produce of commercial 
importance. It occurs abundantly in the forests ndT’ 
Madhya Pradesh and prows on unoccupied waste lands 
and on such types of tenancy holdings as are 
undeveloped, and are of poor site quality. Madhya - 
Pradesh produces the largest quantity of these 
leaves in any single >State of India and it is 
estimated that about 60 % of the total production of 
the country comes from Madhya Pradesh. About 75 % of 4 
production is consumed within the State for 
manufacture of bidis and the balance is exported to 
adjoining States for meeting the requirement of- 
bidi industry there.

Before the introduction of State Trading, 
tendu leaves from Government lands were beinp 
auctioned by the Divisional Forest Officers.
Tenants who had proprietary riphts over the 
leaves prowinp in their holdings under the Madhya- 
Pradesh Land Revenue Code, were disposinp off 
their leaves in any manner and to whomsoever they 
liked. Lately, when prices of tendu leaves started 
risinp on accout of increasing demand, many 
unscrupulous intermediaries with vested interests 
entered in the trade as purchasers of leaves of 
tenants after payinp a nominal sum to them with 

the sole purpose of smupplinp and pilferinp leaves 
from adjoining Government lands with the result
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I
that the tenants could not derive desired benefits 
of their proprietary rights in tendu leaves and 
Government were also being deprived of their 
legitimate share of revenue. Looking to the rapid 
development of bidi industry in India in general 
and in Madhya Pradesh in particular, both the 
Government and traders were anxious to take necessary 
steps to improve both quality and quantity of 
leaves. This was possible only by expensive 
operations like coppicing and pruning and subsequently 
tending the new sprouts. It would have been unwise 
to undertake all such expensive works unless there 
was favourable atmosphere to ensure that benefits 
of these works would accrue to the investors. It 
was in the above back-ground that regulation of trade 
in tendu leaves by creating a State monopoly was 
contemplated and was considered as an appropriate 
remedy. It was attempted as a new experiment to 
obtain best returns from forest products after 
ensuring fair wages to labour and reasonable 
price to growers of forest products.

Enactment an^ Scheme^of Working s-

The Madhya Pradesh Tendu Patta ^Vyapar - 
Viniyaman) Adhini.yam 1964 was enacted to make 
provision for regulating the trade of Tendu leaves 
by creating State monopoly. The act provides that 
no person other than s-

(i) State Government,
(ii) an officer of the State Government,

and (iii) an Agent appointed by the State Government, 
can now purchase and transport tendu leaves. The 
Act has made special provisions to safe-guard the 
interest of growers of tendu leaves by fixing an d 
ensuring payment of fair and reasonable price to 
them for such leaves as are sold to Government. The 
Scheme of State Trading, in brief, is as under

The State is divided into convenient 
units for working.

(i)

(ii) All leaves offered for sale by growers 
in any unit convenient to them are purcbas'
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and all leaves available in Government 
lands are collected either depart- 
mentally or by employing agents under 
prescribed terms and conditions. A. 
reasonable purchase rate for ^rowers 
is fixed in advance of the season 
after consulting Divisional Advisory 
Committees constituted for this 
purpose under the Act. Similarly- ware 
rates for collection erf leaves from 
Government lands are also fixed and 
published in advance. The above 
provisions and specifi*' conditions in 
the Agreement of Agents enable State 
Government to ensure fair deal to 
growers as well as to labour.

(iii*) Leaves so purchased from growers and
Collected from Government land are sold 
at the collection centres in arsen 
form to purchasers who are decided and

•* appointed in advance. Persons or 
parties offering highest rate per 
•tandard bar of leaves are appointed 
as purchaser in the unit. The purchaser 
is bound by a set of conditions 
incorporated in an Agreement.

Benefits

State Trading in Tendu Leaves, besides 
achieving the intended object of stopping 
smurrlinf and pilferage of leaves from Government 
lands, eliminatinr such intermediaries as were 
exploiting tenants and finally increasing non-tax 
revenue of the State, has yielded the following 
further benefits

1. Favourable atmosphere has been created 
for the department and traders to 
invest money for improvement of quality 
and quantity of leaves.
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2„ Manufacturers -of bidi and Exporters of 
Tendu leaves are assured of supply of 
better quality leaves at reasonable price 
and all unhealthy competition introduced 
by intermediaries resulting generally in 
deterioration of quality of leaves, has 
keen eliminated.

3. The above two features have encouraged the 
local traders and have also improved the 
scope of outsiders cominr to Madhya Pradesh 
for purchasing leaves with the result that 
the State is now receiving reasonable 
competitive value of its loaves.

4t Tke State Eorest Department has now complete 
stati^ti^s of Tendu Leaves, its potential
and future possibilities.

5. Revenue from Sales*tax has oorr espondinoly 
increased as tax is kow recovered on the 
purchase price of collected lea/es which 
is more than that of standing leaves 
originally sold,. Evasion of tax has also 
been eliminated to a lar^e extent as it
is simultaneously collected durinr sale.

6. Stress and strains in maintaining law and 
order during collection season and 
complaints against subordinates .favouring 
One party or the other are reduced to the 
min imum.

T. Growers ^et fair price of their leaves 
and mazdoors reasonable wares for 
collection as these are fixed by Government 
and rules of Agency and conditions of 
Agreement ensure payment of the same.

Einanoial Result^ j~

About 21 lakh standard bars of tendu 
leaves have been collected annually durinr the 
last three years (1965, 1966 and 196?) which 
were renerally drought years. On account of 
favourable climatic condition durinr 1968 
pluckinr season, the collection has exceeded -
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25 lakh baga*. 
of receipt xx 
State Trading

The following tattle giv<=>» u« frails 
of annual revenue before and after

Statement of Annual Revenue (in 
lakh rupees)..

Before State Trading.

Year Revenue receipts
J_____ __ 2____

1957-55 28*04
t

1958-59 32.11
1959-60

1
•5.4.16

1960-61 48,96
1961-62 83.26
1962-63 57,111
"1965-64 86.0. -

After State Trading

Year. Gross
Revenue. Expenditure on 

collection i.e.
payment of purchase 
price to growers, 
wages for collection, 
Commission to 
agents etc.

ITet
revenue•

1 . 2. 3. AH- •

1965—66 ,484 . 283 2r1
1966-67 624 286, 353,
1967-68 81#' 369 450
1968—69 /not 50# 80")

Revenue has >een significantly rising- 
Similarly the expenditure on collection which mainl; 
went to forest labour (about 90 % of total collection 
came from Government lands and even growers have 
paid increasing rates for labour enraged by them) 
was also rising. Wage rates were increased as under 3-

Year. Ware rate per standard bag.
1965 Rs. 8.00
1966 Rs. 40.-00
1967 Rs.12.00
1968 Rs.15.00
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more revenue by better system of marketing, it could 
afford to pay higher wares to the labour.

Prospects :~

Successful experiment in State Trading has 
riven an indication of potential of trade in tendu 
leaves and future possibility of improving 'it for 
still better returns. It has also indicated, 
possibility of trial of this method for such other 
forest products whith occur both in private holding’s 
as well as Government forest* and which cannot be 
distinguished after they are harvested and removed 
from the site where they have p^rown • Some of such' 
forest products which could be considered for 
State trading .are Karra, Lac, Mahul leaves, Chironji, 
Mahua seeds and flowers, rumc and timber.

Immediate effect of creating a State monopoly 
of the type as has7 been done in case of Tendu leaves, 
will be that all smup'g'lffcg and pilferage of forest 
products from Government fcreetn- will stop and 
quality of collected material will improve. Trade 
in these products may present some difficulties in

'■ the initial stap-e as unlike tendu leaves where
collection and disposal is simultaneous in majority 
units, collection, in respect of other products 
may have to be spread over longer period, collected 
products may require processing, ^radinr and 
warehousing and in some cases even conversion into 
such products as could be Stored for some time 
(till disposal) without deterioration in value.
These circumstances will require additional staff 
of rip-ht type and technical skill, suitable 
rodowns, processing equipments, transport facili4 1 
and necessary marketing intellip-ence. Monopoly tr 
has its own advantages in controlling market an^ 
ensuring better profits provided it is run and 
managed by ripht type of manap-ement and orp-an iza ei o> 
hsvir.y suitable contented and efficient personnel 
with busisess■bent of mind-
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XX* the irm»epernen’t and fs jneififtiait,
losses will be inevitable and it may even be 
difficult to assess the extent of losses. There are 
always limitations of funds and bottle necks of 
procedure when enterprises are run and fully
controlled by the State but these lould be\ 1 ..
minimised by delegation of authority and suitably 
modifying the procedure as has been done in case 
of Tendu leaves in Madhya fradesh* Necessary 
Authority of law, normal flow of funds, desired 
fl exibility of Rules are some of the requisits 
for eucteeeful tr^dinr which could be ensured tc. 
the -r»eatest extent through a Corporation. A 
better compromi se may be to create State monopoly 
by enactment which should be run by the State 
Government in the initial stare by employing 
suitable personnel and then finally transferring 
it to a £tate-cwned Corporation*

After orpaniainp sucoejesful State 
trading in as many forest products as possible
and depending ,on the increasing revenue it yields,

ccultf
Government take policy decision as to what
part of this additional revenue should po to 
labour in the form of increased wares* This 
increase could be related to quality and also 
productivity. Increased wapes will pive to the 
labour necessary contenment afd also desired 
incentive to improve quality and step up 
production which, under efficient marketing, 
could brinp much hipher returns from forest 
products, than are beinp realised a-t present.
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